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SOMMARIO 
Le rampe in massi rappresentano una valida alternativa a basso impatto 
ambientale, sia rispetto a strutture tradizionali per la risistemazione fluviale che 
come oper per il passaggi di pesci. L'interazione tra la superficie libera e il 
materiale costituente il fondo della rampa in pietrame porta spesso allo sviluppo di 
condizioni di moto definite di macro-rugosità e, di conseguenza, a un ingresso 
d'aria nella parte superiore della corrente.  Quest'ultimo migliora la re-aerazione nei 
fiumi con un basso tenore di ossigeno disciolto, a causa della maggior turbolenza 
ossrvabile in presenza della configurazione tridimensionale del fondo propria della 
rampa. Grazie a questo fenomeno, le proprietà caratterizzanti il flusso a due fasi in 
condizione macroscabrezza e a scabrezza intermedia hanno ricevuto, 
così, un'attenzione via via cresecente da parte della comuntà scientifica negli ultimi 
anni. Nel presente lavoro, lo studio delle correnti aerate ha riguardato, 
principalemente, la distribuzione della concentrazione d'aria nella corrente e il 
fenomeni d'attrito, esaminate sia in condizioni di moto uniforme che con scabrezze 
di natura differente. Sulla base delle osservazioni effettuate è stato possibile, così, 
sviluppare delle espressioni speriementali utili sia a caratterizzare le due 
precedenti proprietà che per defininire la distanza alla quale il fenome di aerazione 
viene ad intaurarsi. Infine, una parte del presente lavoro è stata dedicata allo 
studio  della natura della turbolenza e delle  caratteristiche di dissipazione di 
energia, sempre in codizioni di elevata e intermedia scabrezza. 
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ABSTRACT 
Rock chutes or block ramps represent a valid and low environmental impact 
alternative as fishway passages.  The interaction between the free surface and the 
bed material in flow over rock chutes under leads macro-roughness conditions to a 
high air entrainment into the flow. This improves the re-aeration in rivers with low 
dissolved oxygen content, due to the turbulence enhanced by the three-
dimensional macroroughness conditions. Thus the two-phase flow properties over 
macro- and intermediate roughness condition have got greater awareness in recent 
years. Air concentration properties and frictional properties were studied in uniform 
flow condition over different roughness conditions and general expressions were 
developed. Moreover, this study gives a general expression for estimating the air 
inception length. The turbulence nature and the energy dissipation characteristics 
of the flows over the macro- and intermediate roughness conditions were also 
studied. 
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1 . INTRODUCTION 
Flow over roughness may occur in various situations, such as flow in mountain 
streams, vegetated channels, gravel beds etc. These flows are the vitality of the 
systems and are very dynamic in nature, showing variation on several time scales. 
In the case of mountain streams, due to the presence of large rocks and boulders 
protruding from the channel bed and also due to large bed slope, the current 
velocity will be complex. This will create high turbulence and aeration which results 
in a complex two-phase flow. These type of flows have great practical significance 
to water resource engineers.Generally due to human intervention, a great damage 
has happened to the natural river morphology. So now-a-days, river restoration has 
emerged as an important activity to improve water quality, enhance aquatic and 
riparian habitat and to facilitate human uses [33].  A modern design approach to 
river training structures must be adopted to reduce the human impact on the 
environment, with particular attention on the maintenance of the natural river 
morphology and on water quality improvement in terms of dissolved oxygen 
concentration. Thus rock chutes (as in American literature) / block ramps 
(European and Australian literature) have found their natural place as river training 
structures and have attracted the designer’s interest. They offer an alternative form 
of drop structures when the protection of the morphology and ecology of water 
course is required [67]. Amongst the reclamation policy, which represents a 
drawback step in the interaction between human needs and sustainability, rock 
chutes or block ramps, represent now-a-days, a valid alternative as grade control 
structure respect to high environmental impact structure. They mainly allow for fish 
passages [37] and, owing their surface geometrical complexity, they indeed 
enhance the development of self-aerated flows [78], improving the water quality of 
poorly aerated rivers [60]. Air entrained in the flow leads to a positive effect in 
terms of flow reaeration and dissolved oxygen [60], representing a valid 
methodology to improve the fish habitat and to reduce the pollutant content of 
rivers or water bodies. Indeed, air entrapped in the flow increases the free surface 
elevation, and correct assessment of the air content is of greater importance in the 
design of correct hydraulic structures. Examples of block ramps (BR) / rock chutes 
in natural conditions are shown in Fig. 1. 
The general dimensions of the natural roughness elements in rivers found are 0.60 
m<D50<0.80 m, with a ramp slope of 10%-40% and a height maximum up to 2-3 m 
[66]. This type of roughness elements or BR can be served as natural stream 
restoration structures that used to guarantee the morphological continuity of the 
stream bed and the biotic continuity of the watercourse. They have minor 
environmental impact compared to traditional hydraulic structures such as check 
dams and sills which often constitute a barrier for fish migration, diminish the solid 
transport remarkably, and present problems of landscape insertion [71]. Block 
ramps can be used downstream of hydraulic structures like trench wiers, overflow 
dams, spillways etc and have been identified as an effective energy dissipator due 
to its large roughness [1]. The dissipation is due to the localized variation of stream 
slope and the high roughness conditions exerted by the bed material [73]. The 
stability of the ramps can be improved by placing boulders in different 
configurations over the ramps [70; 79; 80]. 
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Fig. 1 Block ramps/ rock chutes in natural conditions a) River Rhone (France), b) 
Tributary of River Era (Torrente Ragone-Italy), c) River Magra (Italy), d) Aerated 
flow over ramps in River Maglioggio (Italy). 
 
Flow over the rough elements develops different roughness regimes based on the 
flow depth y. According to [5], the macroroughness condition happens when the 
ratio y/D84 <1.2 and intermediate roughness for 1.2< y/D84 <4. For all greater 
values of y/D84, the microroughness condition occurs. Where y is the flow depth 
and D84 is the characteristic bed diameter. Study of flows over the macro- and 
intermediate roughness conditions over the rock chutes/ block ramps are limited. 
Similar type of flow conditions has happened in flows over stepped spillways. 
There are pretty much experiments carried out over it. Few of them are cited 
below.  
 
The inevitable contribution to the two phase flow properties over stepped spillways/ 
and smooth chutes are reported in [15] [9; 15; 26; 35; 36; 43; 77]. Out of this, [15] 
reviews the hydraulic characteristics of the stepped chute flows and found the 
existense of two flow regimes: nappe flow regime for smaller discharges and flat 
slopes and skimming flow regime. [43] analysed the unifrom flow over the chutes.  
[77] developed expressions for the inception point estimation over the stepped 
chutes lined with concrete blocks and also for the mean air concentration.  Detailed 
two phase flow properties including the flow resistance and rate of energy 
dissipation were analysed by [35]. The turbulence characteristics of the two phase 
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flow over stepped spillways were studied and the scale effects were anaysed by 
[36].   
 
Over the roughened channel conditions, a considerable amount of work has 
happened. In that only a few work concentrated in the two phase flow properties 
over the macro and intermediate roughness conditions, focusing on flow patterns, 
energy dissipation or friction factor [5; 46; 67; 71; 78; 81] and limited studies have 
been concerned with rock stability on steep slopes [34; 45; 75; 80]. [80] discussed 
the rock slope stability, boundary roughness, and outlet stability of rock chutes in 
their work. The authors also presented an empirical equation relating the highest 
table discharge on a rock chute to the median stone size and bed slope. Moreover 
they also provide information to perform a rock chute design.[67] investigated the 
energy dissipation properties on block ramps with slopes varying from 1V:4H and 
1V:12H. They found that amount of energy loss is a function of the relative 
submergence, the slope, and the ratio between critical water depth and length of 
the ramp.  [68] studied the changes in the energy dissipation of flow over reinforced 
blockramps. They found new expressions for energy dissipation in reinforced 
conditions. [72] shows the experimental investigations over block ramps in 
submerged condition at slope 1V:6H. The results reveals that energy loss in 
submerged conditions is a function of scale roughness, ratio of critical water depth 
and ramp height, and the ratio between the ramp length and the reduced ramp 
length in submerged condition. [69] studied the effects of the boulder presence 
over block ramps in the geometry of the channel and also in the hydraulic 
resistance. The authors defined a relationship useful for practical design purposes 
that relates the flow resistance in terms of Darcy-Weisbach friction factor and 
Mannings coefficient. [75] modified the design aspects of [45]. The authors proved 
that the design aspects of [45], when combined with a stability equation, yield good 
collapse of the available large-scale data and a conservative design method. [34] 
determined a relationship between the flow depth and the discharge over a steep 
single layer riprap drainage channel inorder to apply it for the model and prototype 
channels. [71] proposed a logarithmic law for the flow resistance in the large-scale 
roughness conditions. Flow resistance factor found is a function of the relative 
submergence, the slope and the boulder concentration.  [78] provided an 
experimental relationship for the friction coefficient in presence of self-aerated flow 
over riprap for slopes up to 33%. In that study, piezometers were installed into the 
bed in order to measure the free surface level. Despite of all these information 
available, no information was provided about the two-phase flows over the BR/ 
rock chutes.  
 
This work mainly concentrated in the flow over macro- and intermediate roughness 
conditions. When the flow proceeds over the ramps, different flow regimes occur 
based upon their slope and flow rates. Moreover self aeration occurs in the flow 
dosnwtream of the channel for higher slopes and flow rates. Indeed, self aeration is 
a phenomena which occurs when turbulence intensity normal to the flow is large 
enough to overcome the buoyant bubble force and the surface tension pressure of 
the entrained bubbles [14; 39]. Several structures or phenomenas can be used to 
obtain a self-aerated flow. Amongst these, hydraulic jumps [51], stepped spillways, 
roughened chutes, timber chutes and baffles [20], also found practical application 
in rivers and creeks restoration [84].  Indeed, it is a common assumption that, once 
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the boundary layer has sufficiently developed, air start to be entrained by the flow, 
thus generating what is called self-aerated flow [89]. However, little information is 
known on the inception point location and thereafter the aeration properties 
downstream the channel for rock chute or block ramps under macro-and 
inetremediate roughness conditions.  
 
Macroroughness conditions present an even more complicated flow feature in the 
inner region, compared to smooth or stepped channels; therefore the analytical 
solution presents some limitations when adapted to these conditions. Several 
studies have been carried out on flow characteristics over coarse materials (natural 
stone, strip, boulders, and cubes), which focus mainly on flow patterns, energy 
dissipation, the friction factor, or the material stability in steep slopes [5; 34; 45; 46; 
61; 67; 71; 75; 78; 80; 81] excluding the two phase flow nature. Another milestone 
contribution on the macroroughness elements is a field investigation carried out by 
[87; 88] related to both air concentration and hydraulic characteristics of hydraulic 
jump in bedrock step and pool channels. In contrast, [32; 51; 60] analyzed the 
reaeration efficiency and turbulent flow characteristics in the presence of 
macroroughness elements. Generally, the reaeration efficiency has been found to 
depend on the blockage controlled by the macroroughness elements and by the 
relative submergence. However, little information is available concerning self-
aeration features, flow resistance nature, turbulence and energy dissipation on two-
phase flow in the presence of coarse material. So this work gives a detail picture 
on these features in different flow conditions and in different surface roughness. 
 
 
In the present work, an attempt has been made to study the complex two phase 
flow properties over the macro- and intermediate roughness conditions. As river 
restoration is concerned this study has great relevance for the hydraulic and water 
resource engineers. Thesis composed of different chapters deals with 
- Details of the experimental channel setup and the instrumentation used 
and the details of different data processing techniques;  
- Analysis of the experimental results: different flow regimes; air 
entrainment and its diffusion features; aeration and frequency analysis; 
flow resistance properties; integral time scale and energy dissipation over 
the macro-and intermediate flow roughness in two phase flows; 
- Concluding the results 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND INSTRUMENTATION 
2. 1 Experimental facilities 
All the experiments for the present study were conduted in a channel setup made 
in the PITLAB of Hydraulics Department, University of Pisa. The channel was of 8 
m long, 0.3 m height and 0.3 m wide (B) glass chute. The setup was made with 
both sides glass with a metal bottom (Fig. 2). Glass sidewalls enable to see the 
flow properties. The tilting channel was supported at both sides with metal rods. 
 
 
Fig. 2 Different views of experimental channel setup 
 
Water was pumped in to the channel by means of a centrifugal pump and the 
discharge was regulated by a gate valve and ball valve (Fig. 3). A recirculation 
circuit ensured the water supply and a KROHNE® OPTIFLUX 2000 magnetic flow 
meter measured the discharge with a flow precision of 0.5% (Fig. 4). The channel 
can be raised and lowered with the help of a gear setup provided at the top portion 
of the channel which is supported by a metallic rod (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 3 Centrifugal pump, gate valve and a ball valve 
 
 
Fig. 4 Gear setup and Krohne® optiflux magnetic flowmeter 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of experimental channel 
 
Fig. 5 shows the schematic diagram of the experimental setup, where water is 
pumped from a rectangular tank to an overhead tank. Water entered in to the 
channel through a sharp sluice gate fixed at 4 cm from the channel bottom.  This is 
provided inorder to make the inflow smooth and less turbulent. According to [63] 
inlet conditions affect the self-aerated flow properties. Hence an ogee crest has 
been prepared for a correct development of the boundary layer, reducing the flow 
impact on the stones upstream faces and reducing the curvature of the flow nets. 
The ogee crest has been made by means of a smooth stainless sheet, shaped 
over a plywood frame. 
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2.1.1 Setup I 
 
The channel bed was prepared by gluing stones (MR1) with silicon on an inox metal 
sheet and the material used for the study is shown below.  The materials were 
glued close to each other in such a way that there were no stones protruding 
outside (Fig. 6). The MR1 materials are used as base materials. Such type of 
configuration is called BMR configuration. 
 
 
Fig. 6 a) Ramp material (MR1) used b) material glued on an inox sheet 
 
The characteristics diameters of the MR1 material are shown below in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 Channel bed granulometric characteristics of material MR1 
 
Material D16 D50 D65 D84 σp 
     [-] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [-] 
MR1 38.17 43.41 45.59 47.17 1.24 
 
Where, Dxx is the particle size for which the xx % in weight of the material is finer, 
and a uniformity parameter σp=(D84/D16)0.5= 1.24 (uniform material). The 
granulometric properties of the MR1 material used is shown in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7 Granulometric curve of MR1 material 
 
To increase the coarseness and to improve the stability, hemispherical boulders of 
diameter Db = 55 mm were positioned over the base configuration (BMR) in rows 
(called BC-R configuration) and staggered (called BC-S configuration). Boulders were 
nailed in to the BMR configuration inorder to prevent the fall along with the flow. Fig. 
8a shows the hemishpherical boulders used in the present study and (b) and (c) 
shows the boulders in BC-R and BC-S configuration. Where BC-R and BC-S 
configuration were achieved for boulder concentrations Γ = 0.05 and 0.15. Γ is 
calculated as Γ=(NbπDb2)/(4BL). Where Nb is the number of boulders and L is the 
length of the channel. The flow depth and the air concentration measures were 
taken at five transversal sections (z=-10 cm, -5 cm, 0, 5 cm, 10 cm) of the channel 
setup I and the average of these transversal measures gives the net measure in 
that section. 
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Fig. 8a) Boulders used b) staggered configuration (BC-S) c) row configuration (BC-R) 
 
 
2.1.2 Setup II 
 
The half length of the channel i.e a total of 4 m length, 0.3 m width and 0.3 m 
height was utilized for setup II. The channel was divided widthwise in to two by a 
perspex wall 0.01 m thickness of same roughness of the glass wall. Hence resulted 
in a partial flume width of B = 0.15 m having 4 m length for both channels. Fig. 9a 
shows the experimental channel setup II with the ogee crest entrance. Fig. 9b 
shows a closeview of the channel bed glued by material MR1 (Fig. 6). and material 
MR2. Fig. 10a shows the material MR2 used for the present setup and the 
granulometric characteristics of the material MR2 is shown in Fig. 10b. 
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Fig. 9 a) Experimental channel inlet used for setup II b) sectional view from top  
 
 
Fig. 10 a) Material MR2 used for the channel setup II b) granulometric 
characteristics of MR2 
 
The characteristic diameters of the material MR2 used are given in Table 2. 
Considering an average prototype’s block ramps diameter of 0.60 m<D50<0.80 m, 
models scales lie between λR1=1:15 and λR2=1:5 respectively, where λ = length 
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scale ratio. For this, the net measure of concentration and flow depth at each 
longitudinal section is taken as the average of three measures transversally (z=-5 
cm, 0, 5 cm). 
 
Table 2 Channel bed granulometric characteristics: diameters and material 
uniformity  
Material D16 D50 D84 σp 
[-] [mm] [mm] [mm] [-] 
MR2 105.80 120.00 149.00 1.18 
 
2.1.3 Setup III 
 
Channel setup III is an extension of channel setup II, in which at the end of 4 m 
channel a horizontal channel of 1.5 m length is attached.  All the other dimensions 
and the base materials (MR1 and MR2) used are same as before (Setup II). Fig. 11 
shows the details of the setup III. The horizontal channel is of 0.15 m width and 0.4 
m height. As shown in the figure, section 0-0 is the ogee crest end, section 1-1 is 
the clear water flow. H is the height of the dam.  
 
Fig. 11 Diagramatic sketch of the experimental setup III 
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Details of symbols used in each setup 
 
For all the channel setups, the notations used were same. A general outline of the 
notations used and other details of aerated flow over the BMR configuration are 
shown in Fig. 12. 
 
 
 
Fig. 12 Diagram sketch of the experimental channel and notation definitions 
 
Fig. 12 shows the diagram sketch of the experimental apparatus. According to [71], 
P.T. indicates the mean of the physical top of the stones, i.e., the plane which 
connected the most prominent projections of the bed. The effective top E.T. is the 
plane 0.2D65 below P.T., y90 is the depth normal to the bed, where the air 
concentration C is 90%, x is the longitudinal coordinate from the ogee crest end 
and y is the normal coordinate measured from the P.T. The air concentration 
measurements were taken at x = 0 m, 0.7 m, 2 m, 3 m, 4 m and 5 m. At all 
longitudinal sections, measurements were taken with a step of 3 mm from the P.T. 
to the top of the water surface for five transversal sections, i.e., at -0.10, -0.05, 0, 
0.05, 0.10 m from the channel center. For setup II and setup III, the transversal 
measurements were taken at -0.05, 0, 0.05 m and longitunal at x = 3, 3.5 and 4 m. 
For setup III, the flow depth measurements for the energy loss calculation were 
taken at different cross-sections in the horizontal channel where the free surface 
level remained almost constant (Section 1-1) [67]. 
2. 2 Instrumentation  
2.2.1 Point Gauge 
The clear water flow depth and bed profile were measured using a point gauge of 
0.1 mm precise (Fig. 13). The point gauge was placed on a moving trolley which 
can move upstream and downstream to measure different sections in the channel. 
The gauge readings were taken when 50% time the point gauge tip touches the 
water surface [41].  
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Fig. 13 Point gauge used for the present study and in inset the vernier showing 0.1 
mm precise 
 
2.2.2 Pitot tube 
Pitot tube (Fig. 14a) was used to measure the total head and piezometric head of 
the flow and thereby the difference in the pressure head gives the velocity. The 
velocity, V is measured from the overpressure (∆P) given by manometer and is 
given as  
 
V= [2∆P/ (ρw (1-γC))] 0.5        (1)  
 
Where ρw is the water density and γ is the tapping coefficient (0<γ≤1). Based on 
previous studies, it is noted that γ= 1, underestimates considerably the velocity for 
air concentrations greater than 0.7 ([44; 55; 57; 58; 76; 89]. So in this study, the 
velocity (v) measures were taken only up to 70% air concentration. In high velocity 
aerated flows, the air bubbles caught inside the Pitot tube may lead to incorrect 
manometer readings. For that, back flushing is done manually, eliminating the air 
bubbles in to system. 
 
2.2.3 Conductivity Probe 
Air-water flow properties (air concentration, bubble chord length, bubble frequency, 
integral time scale etc) were measured using an USBR air concentration meter 
(ACM) with the help of an intrusive single tip conductivity probe (Fig. 14b) [48; 56] 
which was aligned along the flow direction. Conductivity probe consists of two 
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electrodes made of platinum wires of tip Ø6 mm each (Fig. 14c). The air 
concentration probe was connected to a point gauge that is precise to 0.1 mm.  
 
 
Fig. 14 a) Pitot tube b) Single tip conductivity probe c) Probe tip with two electrodes 
d) NI Data logger 
 
The longitudinal and transverse translation of the probe and the point gauge was 
controlled with a screw driven trolley mechanism (Fig. 15). The error in the 
translation of the probe and the point gauge was less than 0.5 mm. 
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Fig. 15 Trolley assembly with single tip conductivity probe and point gauge 
 
The single tip conductivity probe works on the principle of difference in electrical 
conductivity between air and water. Changes in the electrical resistance are 
converted in to signals with the help of data logger (Fig. 14d).  
The probe was carefully calibrated before the tests and each measurement was 
sampled for 30-40 s with a sampling rate of 2-15 kHz.  
2. 3 Data Processing 
Possible ways of the air-bubble impacting on a single tip probe is shown in Fig. 16. 
The figure also shows an air bubble passing the tip of the probe over successive 
time intervals and also the corresponding probe signals at these time intervals. 
When the probe tip pierced an air bubble, the higher air conductivity resulted in a 
sudden voltage increase as sketched below (Fig. 16). The transition from air to 
water is characterised by a rapid decrease in voltage followed by a gradual decay 
towards the air voltage level, possibly due to the thin film of water remaining on the 
tip after the bubble’s leading edge has passed. The probe is connected to a NI®-
6009 data logger, which helps for the analog to digital conversion. The voltage of 
the base line (voltage in water) and the gain of the signal (voltage difference 
between air and water) can be manually adjusted within the limits 0 and 5 (Fig. 17).  
Ideally, the signals recieved due to the air-water collision resembles a square 
wave. But unfortunaletly, a clear transition between the air-water collision was 
difficult to point out. As the voltage ranges from 0 to 5 V for transition from water to 
air, an average of 2.5 V was selected as the threshold voltage. The raw signal can 
be transformed electronically to a square wave signal by using this cut-off threshold 
voltage. Smaller bubbles or droplets that did not cross the threshold were ignored. 
The voltage signals larger than the threshold voltage can be considered as air (V = 
1) and if it is below the threshold voltage, it represents the probe tip in water (V = 0) 
(Fig. 17 b). This helps for the convenience in the data analysis. 
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Fig. 16 Signals resulting from air-bubbles impacting on a probe 
 
For data analysis, the voltage is divided in to a series of n discrete segments and 
the signal probability curve is calculated as  
1
1 1
1
0
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 

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
i i
i i n
i i
i
fV
f
              (2) 
Where 1Pr( ) i iV is the probability of voltage V lying between Vi and Vi+1 and 
1i if    is the number of data points with a voltage lying between Vi and Vi+1. 
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Fig. 17a) Raw voltage signals for a test b) square waves applying the threshold 
limit 
2.3.1 Air Concentration 
The air concentration C were evaluated as the time percentage in which the signal 
was higher than the threshold limit (air detection) by assuming that the air and 
water travel at the same velocity. 
 
2.3.2 Bubble Frequency 
Bubble frequency, F is defined as the number of bubbles impacting the probe’s tip 
per second. It is given by this relation: 
abNF =
t
         (3)
                
Where, Nab is the number of bubbles detected per time t. 
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2.3.3 Bubble/ Droplet Chord Length and Clusters 
The air and water chord time distributions are the time the probe tip is spent on air 
or water bubble [50]. Chord time times the V gives the chord length (Fig. 19). It is 
defined as the length of an air entry along the stream line and is given by the 
following relation. 
 a ach v t               (4) 
Where  at is the time between air water interface and the following water air 
interface and v is the flow velocity. Since, bubble velocity and water velocity is 
assumed to be same up to y90 [16], where y90 is the depth in which the air 
concentration C equals to 90%. 
 
In practice, a sample consists of broad range of bubble size. The probability of 
occurring particular bubble chord length can be represented by a frequency 
histogram shown in (Fig. 18). Horizontal axis shows the bubble size and the 
vertical axis shows the probability Pr of occurrence of each bubble chord length. 
The graph shows the histogram for different depths y from the P.T. 
 
 
Fig. 18 Air bubble chord length distributions for a test 
 
The streamwise structure of the air-water flow can be better explained by the 
clustering analysis. A cluster is defined as the group of air bubbles or water 
droplets travelling with same velocity distinctly separated from other particles 
before and after each clusters [41]. In a bubbly flow C<0.3, clustering of bubbles is 
due to the pairing of the bubbles, when they were separated by water chord length 
Chw smaller than one tenth of the average water chord size (Chw)mean. In spray 
region  (C>0.7), clustering of droplets is the pairing of bubbles, when they were 
separated by an air chord Cha smaller than one tenth of the average air chord 
length (Cha)mean [42] [83]. Where,  
 
(Chw)mean =V(1-C)/F         (5) 
(Cha)mean =VC/F             (6) 
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In Fig. 19 a, a hypothetical example of air bubble cluster of 4 bubbles which were 
separated by water chord lengths Chw1, Chw2, Chw3 lesser than 0.1(Chw)mean is 
shown. The air bubble clusters happens in a bubbly flow region having air 
concentration C<0.3 and the droplet clusters in a spray region with C>0.7. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 19 Definition sketches of chord length, air-bubble clusters and auto-correlation 
integral scale 
 
2.3.4 Integral time and length scale 
 
Time scale is a measure of the turbulence level and it characterizes the longitudinal 
bubbly flow structure. The auto-correlation integral time scale (Txx), which can be 
computed from Rxx (= normalized auto-correlation function) [22] (Fig. 19 b) of the 
voltage signals at each step for a time lag t (ms) from the P.T. : 
( 0)
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Where N is the number of data points obtained = Scanning time/ scanning 
frequency, xt and xt+1 are the data points at a particular time interval.  
 
The auto correlation function provides idea of periodicity of the signal and hence 
the air-water flow structure [41]. Integral length scale may be defined as  
 
Lxx =Txx .V 
 
Where V is the flow velocity. This characterizes the longitudinal size of the large 
advecting eddies [22] 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
This chapter deals with the experimental results of flow properties of two phase 
flow in macro and intermediate roughness conditions. This chapter also provides 
detail information on the inner layers of the flow down the block ramps.   
3. 1 Different flow regimes 
Flows down the rock chutes differ with slopes, roughness and flow rates. For a 
particular slope itself the flow regimes differ with flow rates. Tests were conducted 
for flow ranges 0.03≤q≤0.1 m2/s and for slopes 0.09≤So≤0.46 and the details of the 
experiments are shown in Table 3. This was realized in setup I with BMR, BC-S and 
BC-R ramp configuration.  
For low discharges, the flows drops from rocks to rocks, showing a flow similar to 
the nappe flow region. The drop in the flow resembles a succession of clear 
submerged nappes and undular free surface results in the non homogeneity of the 
flow depth. This undular water surface profile resembles the rocky bed profile. For 
lower slopes and discharges, the velocity of flow was not high enough to develop 
stable eddies between the ramp elements for the self aeration. Thus for lower flow 
rates q and So, a flow similar to nappe flow without aeration appears over the 
macro-roughness conditions called as quasi-uniform flow without aeration (MR-W). 
For higher q and So, the continuous wake generation and fall of flow over stones 
and boulders allows air to be entrained into the free surface, generating self-
aerated flow (MR-A). Similar to [60] and [87] for step and pool configuration in 
presence of macroroughness elements, both MR-W and MR-A are characterized by a 
strong free surface undulation about the average y90, with a continuous succession 
of jets and relatively low velocity flow and submerged hydraulic jumps developing 
all along the channel bed in correspondence of macroroughness elements. As q or 
So increases, small stable form drag and shear vortices develop over the stone or 
the boulders tips and in between the roughness elements, respectively. Air is 
entrained by means of high turbulence intensity of shear vortices, and also from the 
droplets impacting the free surface. As it has been observed in stepped chutes, 
either smooth or rough, the water flows over a pseudo bottom, results in a 
skimming flow regime over the roughness conditions (MR-SK), which can be 
identified with the E.T. of base configuration, indicating a quasi-smooth free 
surface. 
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Table 3 Test conditions for the flow properties 
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3.1.1 Without boulders (BMR Configuration) 
In BMR configuration, three different flow regimes have been observed in macro-
roughness conditions (y/D84<1.2) as discussed before, i.e. MR-W quasi uniform flow 
without air entrainment, MR-A quasi uniform flow with air entrainment and MR-SK 
skimming flow condition. But it was difficult to demarcate the different flow regimes 
from each other.  
.  
 
Fig. 20 Flow regime over steep rock chute: a) MR-W (So=0.09, Q=0.012 m3/s),  b) 
MR-A (So=0.17, Q=0.009 m3/s), and c) MR-SK (So=0.46, Q=0.021 m3/s). 
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Visual observations also were in accordance with the experimental measurements. 
The photographs of the three flow regimes (Fig. 20) explain better the 
phenomenon underlying the process in different flow regimes. Fig. 20 reveals that 
flow regime MR-W and MR-A were characterised by a free surface undulation that 
have a wavelength of the same order of the base material. The flow regime MR-W 
was characterised by a strong interaction with the bed. The free surface presented 
high undulations with a succession of supercritical and subcritical flow, which often 
evolves in the presence of shock waves and a continuous presence of flow 
transitions similar to the nappe flow. In the flow regime MR-A, the supercritical flow 
passing over the top of the rough element tends to fall over the downstream one. 
The succession of cascades, thus, develops the high flow air exchange, resulting in 
an increase in the flow depth. As observed by [15], the transition between flow 
regimes, i.e. between nappe flow and skimming flow is always unclear. Similarly, it 
is not possible to demarcate the transition between quasi uniform flow regime MR-A 
and the skimming flow MR-SK in macro roughness condition (Fig. 20). When the flow 
regime MR-SK appears, some stable vortexes between the rough elements start to 
develop. Unlike stepped chutes in skimming flow condition, which only presents the 
shear vortex between the steps cavity, macroroughness elements present drag 
vortexes, which is stream wise oriented [6].  By increasing the slope, eddies 
became more stable, resulting in a more complex three-dimensional flow. As in 
skimming flow regimes over stepped chute, the presence of the stable eddies 
generates a high momentum exchange, with the presence of a pseudo-bottom, 
over which the mixed stream skims. The existence of the different flow regimes is 
mainly a function of the slope and the relative depth from the bottom. According to 
the discussion provided by [49], the flow field can be classified as function of slope 
and relative critical depth.  
Fig. 21 presents the flow regimes for 0.13<So<0.44 and for 0.6<dc/D84<1.7 in BMR 
configuration. For So<0.17, at all dc/D84 MR-W occurs, but when the slope increases 
at So= 0.17, MR-W can be found only for dc/D84<1.0. At this slope, for higher dc/D84 
MR-A occurs. But this region was extended for a slope So=0.27 upto dc/D84<1.0. 
Above that and for higher slopes i.e So<0.44, MR-SK occurs for all dc/D84>1.0. The 
existence field for the three flow regimes are shown in Fig. 21.  
 
Fig. 21 Flow regime definition: MR-W) quasi-uniform flow without self-aeration; MR-A) 
quasi-uniform flow with self-aeration; MR-SK) skimming flow regime. 
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3.1.2 With boulders (BC-S and BC-R configuration) 
In this, boulders were placed in staggered (BC-S) and row (BC-R) configuration. For 
BC-S configuration, based on visual observations, three main basic flow patterns 
were found with different slopes: quasi-uniform flow without aeration (MR-W), quasi-
uniform flow with aeration (MR-A) and skimming flow (MR-SK). Fig. 22 shows the 
photographs of the flow patterns MR-A and MR-SK in BC-S configuration.  
 
Fig. 22 Flow regime over rock chute with Γ = 0.15 for BC-S configuration: a) MR-A 
(So=0.27, Q=0.015 m3/s), and b) MR-SK (So=0.27, Q=0.021 m3/s) 
 
For small q and So, as observed before water flows over the bed material as a 
succession of clear submerged. The velocity is not high enough to develop stable 
eddies in between the elements or droplets from the flow, such that the self-
aeration is achieved. For higher q and So, the continuous wake generation and fall 
of flow over stones and boulders allows air to be entrained into the free surface, 
generating self-aerated flow (MR-A and MR-SK). Fig. 23 classifies the flow regimes as 
a function of q and So for 0.02 m2/s≤q≤0.09 m2/s, 0.09≤So≤0.44, and 0.05≤Γ≤0.15 
for BC-S configuration. Preliminary observations revealed that for So<0.09 the flow 
regime MR-W occurs for the staggered arrangements. For a given So, the transition 
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curves between MR-A and MR-SK for BC-S relates to lower q as far as Γ increases and 
the clearance between two successive elements reduces. Note that MR-SK generally 
results for q >0.05. When compared the boulder concentration, the line of border 
for the MR-SK  shifts little bit upwards for Γ= 0.15 than that of Γ= 0.05. 
 
 
Fig. 23 Flow patterns classification in uniform flow:  MR-W, MR-A, MR-SK for a) BC-S for 
Γ = 0.05 and b) BC-S for Γ = 0.15 
 
 
The difference between the boulder concentration Γ in the flow regimes, MR-W, MR-A 
and MR-SK were negligible and is shown in Fig. 23. For the BC-R configuration, it was 
difficult to obtain MR-SK flow regime for the current flow conditions. Photographic 
observations (Fig. 24) also reveal that the flow was very splashy and turbulent and 
difficult to obtain a uniform flow region, due to the limitation in the channel length.  
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Fig. 24 Flow regime over rock chute with Γ = 0.15 for BC-R configuration: a) MR-A 
(So=0.27, Q=0.021m3/s), and b) MR-A (So=0.44, Q=0.015 m3/s) 
 
From the literature studies, it was found a great similiarity in the flow pattern 
characteristics over stepped chutes with that of block ramps [2; 16; 92]. In that [16] 
reported two different flow regimes: nappe and skimming flow. [92] also reported 
the existence of mainly two flow regimes: nappe flow and skimming flow over 
stepped chutes in their work. In addition to that, a transitional flow appeared is also 
noted. [2] in their work, noted three flow regimes over stepped chutes depending 
upon the discharge: Nappe flow-appeared for low disharges and flat slopes, 
charaterised by a non-homogenous flow depth; Skimming flow-the flow skims as 
coherent stream over a pseudo-bottom formed by the outer edge of the steps or 
rough elements, occurred for larger discharges and higher slopes. In between the 
nappe flow and skimming flow regime, a regime appears in which for some steps 
appears nappe flow and for rest it appears as skimming flow called as transitional 
regime. Over block ramps also, authors could find three flow regimes similar to that 
over stepped spillways.  
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3. 2 Air entrainment and its diffusion properties 
This chapter analyses the inception point of air entrainment and the self aerated 
flow features over rough bed under macroroughness conditions. Self aeration is a 
phenomena which occurs when turbulence intensity normal to the flow is large 
enough to overcome the buoyant bubble force and the surface tension pressure of 
the entrained bubbles [14; 39]. Self-aerated flows can be achieved by means of 
several structures or phenomenas. Hydraulic jumps [51], stepped spillways, 
roughened chutes, timber chutes and baffles [20] enhance the aeration features 
and also found practical application in rivers and creeks restoration [84].  Moreover, 
owing the importance, they have received systematic investigations in terms of flow 
features, aeration inception and turbulence characteristics [9; 13-15; 36; 39; 57]. 
Indeed, once the boundary layer has sufficiently developed, air start to be 
entrained by the flow, thus generating what is called self-aerated flow [91]. 
However, owing the fact that tests have been made in different entrance conditions 
or chute characteristics [63], several expressions deriving the inception point over 
roughened, smooth or stepped chute, have been developed. In their work on 
wedge-shaped block chute inception point, [77] offered a wide review of inception 
point equations. Other major contributions in the air inception over stepped 
spillways are given by [2; 7; 9; 11; 12; 18; 38; 40; 54; 82; 85; 90]. They mainly 
found that, owing the trapezoidal channel used in the test, the aeration started 
further upstream over the sloped side wall than in the centreline. Moreover, their 
observation reveals that the inception point location depends on the block 
roughness. Indeed, as the discharge was increased, the relative flume roughness 
was reduced, showing results which tended toward the observations made over 
smooth chutes, i.e., the inception point located further downstream. They also 
developed a power equation to predict the inception point, as well as they 
observed some scale effect owing the surface tension influence.  
Inspite of these contributions over stepped chutes, very less information is known 
on the inception point location for rock chute or block ramps under macro- and 
intermediate roughness conditions. Tests were carried out in Setup II with BMR 
configuration.  
 
Fig. 25 Diagram sketch and notation, of flume set-up II with details of the air 
inception 
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MR1 and MR2 materials were used in setup II and the other details were discussed 
earlier in section (2.1.2 Setup II). Although the aspect ratio of both flumes falls into 
the narrow channel condition, the influence of the sidewalls was preliminarily 
neglected. Fig. 25 shows the diagram sketch and notation of the experimental 
apparatus. In the figure, So = tan (θ) = chute slope, x = longitudinal distance from 
the ogee crest, y = vertical distance over the ogee crest bottom or the physical top, 
(P.T), and subscripts referred as “o” = ogee crest end, “i” = inception point, “oi” = 
distance between the inception point and the ogee crest end. Hence, in order to 
take into account for the water volume effectively present over the effective top 
(E.T=P.T-0.2D65), the equivalent depth de has been defined as:   
   
90
65 65 90
0
0.2 1 0.2 1
y y
e m
y
d D C dy D y C


          (9)
  
Where Cm is the mean concentration. To test the effect of different boundary layer 
developments on xi, two different xo/D84 ratios were tested.  For model MR1 only a 
single crest ratio of xo/D84=8.8 has been tested, whilst two different xo/D84 have 
been tested for model MR2, i.e., of xo/D84=8.93 (model MR2a) and of xo/D84=4.23 
(model MR2b). The three ogee crest inlet sections for MR1, MR2a and MR2b models are 
shown in Fig. 26. 
 
 
Fig. 26 Three ogee crest entrance for MR1, MR2a and MR2b models; Note: D84 in m 
 
 
More than 350 sets of experiments have been carried out setup II. The 
characteristics of the flows tested for the air concentration measures in the 
channels MR1, MR2a and MR2b are summarised in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Experimental ranges of the observations tested 
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Therein, q = water discharge per unit of width, dc=(q2/g)0.33 = critical depth, g = 
gravitational acceleration, Fr*= q/[g sin θ(D84)3]0.5 = roughness Froude number in 
presence of crushed rocks, Re=4q/ν= Reynolds number, in which ν= water 
kinematic viscosity, and We = Vo/(ρ/D84σs)0.5 = Weber number at the ogee crest 
end, in which Vo=q/yo= velocity at the ogee crest end,  ρ = water density, and σs = 
water surface tension.  
The flow over the stepped spillways composed of mainly three phases [16; 89]: non 
aerated region, gradually varied flow and uniform flow region. Aeration starts in 
gradually varied region named as partially varied flow. Downstream of this fully 
aerated zone appears. This leads to the uniform flow region. Similar to this, in the 
flow over BR also three phases were seen.  Primarily a gradually varied flow is 
composed by a non-aerated flow region from the crest up to the inception point. 
Furthermore, when the flow has sufficiently developed, the air is entrained by the 
flow and a partially developed flow region occurs. The gradually varied flow region 
ends up with a fully aerated flow characterised by the formation of drag vortexes in 
the wake region of stones and shear vortexes between the stones and droplets 
ejected from the water surface at the end of which the uniform flow occurs. Under 
macroroughness conditions, the development of the fully aerated flow seems like 
“quasi uniform” flow conditions.  Schematic representation of different flow phases 
are represented in Fig. 27. 
 
Fig. 27 Different phases of flow over rock chutes 
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Fig. 28 Inception point location (white ↑) for: (a) MR1, So=0.38, q=0.03 m2/s, and (b) 
MR2a So=0.38, q=0.14 m2/s; flow from the left 
 
Fig. 28 shows the air inception locations for MR1 and MR2a. As it is seen in figures 
that air entrainment often starts from an isolated stone. Followingly, aeration 
spreads along with the flow and it extended it to the whole cross-section and hence 
resulted in fully aerated flow. Once the air is entrained, as shown in Fig. 27, a 
transition stage appears where the flow is gradually varied until it reaches a 
uniform region. This region was characterised by high turbulence and higher 
aeration.  The concentration profiles down the air inception point for different 
longitudinal sections (x-xo/D84) for a channel slope So for MR1 and MR2b 
configurations are shown in Fig. 29.  
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Fig. 29 Air inception and the concentration profiles for channel slope So = 0.38 at a) 
MR1 for dc/D84 = 1.52, and b) MR2b for dc/D84 = 0.76 
 
Where average (or mean) concentration Cm of each sections can be averaged as:  
 9090 0(1/ ) (1 ) 
y y
m y
C y C dy


                     (10) 
It is clearly shown in the Fig. 29 that at the point of inception, there is a fall in flow 
depth and after that due to the aeration, the flow depth y increases gradually. 
Water surface elevation was fixed to y90 as mentioned by [10]. [59] stated that 
major portion of the air content in the inception point is due to the water oscillation. 
For both MR1 and MR2b channels, the transition region (gradually varied zone) 
exhibits high undulations in the free surface profile and the average concentration 
profile. Details of the air inception location and its diffusion features are given 
below. 
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3.2.1 Aeration inception: features and discussion 
At the upstream end of the chute, the flow presents the characteristics of what is 
referred to as black water condition, in which the air entrainment doesn’t occur (Fig. 
27 and Fig. 28), and as the flow moves down, turbulence is generated and the 
boundary layer grows. Inception point occurs when the outer edge of the boundary 
layer reaches the flow surface [16]. Visual observations and photographs helped in 
determining the location of the air inception. According to [53], air inception point is 
defined as the point in which the flow aeration can be permanently observed and 
this concept is used in the present study. In stepped chutes, the inception length 
has been considered as a function of step roughness Froude number F
* [41; 47] 
defined as: 
 
F
*
=q/[g sin θ(hs cos θ)3]0.5                                 (11)
       
where hs = vertical step height. 
By considering D84 = hs cos θ, the experimental data of inception point for models 
MR1, MR2a and MR2b were plotted against Fr*, assuming F*= Fr* (Fig. 30). From the 
literature data comparison with the present data series of Fig. 30, it was seen that 
the assumption F
*
= Fr* for rock chutes was correct. Observations reveal that xi/D84 
increases with Fr*. Moreover, slight differences occur between MR1 and MR2a, 
showing negligible scale effects between the two materials. The length of the ogee 
crest seems to have larger effect on the inception point location over the 
macroroughness beds. From this, it is clear that the inception point should be 
drawn upstream respect to the ogee crest, owing the larger development of the 
boundary layer occurring over the invert of the longer ogee crest.     
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Fig. 30 Dimensionless relation of inception point with Fr* and literature data 
comparison[47], So=0.24, 0.038 m <hs<0.15 m,[41] (a) So=0.28, hs = 0.1 m , (b) 
So=0.40, hs = 0.1 m, (c) So=0.28, hs = 0.05 m. 
 
However, in all the cases, a slight increase of the the inception point location as θ 
reduces was found. This result is in accordance with the observations of [41]. It is 
worth noticing that, in the previous two cases, the entrance conditions were 
different from the present study, with values of xo /D84=0.  
Based on the experimental obseravtions, simple multiple regressions have been 
made and as a result a new expression was found irrespective of the ogee crest 
length: 
 
xi /D84 = α·sin β (θ) ·Fr*γ                               (12)
         
Where α=f(xo /D84)=0.59·(18.9–0.71·xo /D84), β=-0.16 and γ=0.73, with a correlation 
coefficient R2=0.95. Similar γ have been calculated for smooth chutes γ=0.713 [89], 
and for stepped chutes with lined with wedge-shaped chutes γ=0.72 [77], which 
indicates similar growing rates in function of Fr*. Table 5 enlists several expressions 
developed for inception point locations and depths, which were developed for 
different flow and model conditions.  
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Table 5  Literature experimental conditions and location of inception point and flow 
depth at the inception. 
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Fig. 31 Comparison of measured xi/D84 with the eqn.12 (R2=0.95) for present set 
data and [41] and [47] 
 
Fig. 31 plots the comparison between the measured and computed xi/D84. It was 
found a good correlation within a limit of ±25%. Data from [41] and [47] have been 
calculated fixing xo=0. Eq. 12 shows large values of calculated xi /D84 compared to 
[41] and [47] data for stepped spillway, indicating that, xi  occurs upstream for 
stepped chute respect to that measured over roughened beds. 
 
As observed by [49] and [9], the inlet conditions significantly affect the 
development of the boundary layer and the inception point location. Indeed, the 
influence of the ogee crest length on the development of a two-phase flow is much 
more evident when distance are measured in terms of xoi /D84. This is clearly shown 
in the following figures (Fig. 32 and Fig. 33).  
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Fig. 32 xoi /D84 inception point location for xo/D84 = 8.93:Eq. 13 (– – –) for So=0.175, 
(----) for So=0.275, and (–––) for So=0.46. 
 
Fig. 33 xoi /D84 inception point location for xo/D84 = 4.23 and 8.8: Eq. 13 (– – –) for 
So=0.175, (----) for So=0.275, and (–––) for So=0.46. 
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Similar to the previous results, xoi /D84 results a larger value for xo /D84 = 4.22 than 
for xo /D84 = 8.8, whilst the scale effect seems to be again negligible in terms of 
inception location. From multiple regressions, xoi /D84 can be predicted as: 
 
xoi /D84 = δ·sin ε (θ) ·Fr*ζ                                          (13) 
 
where δ =f(xo /D84)=0.95·(8.98–0.76·xo /D84), ε =-0.177 and ζ =1.21, with a R2=0.96 
Unlike the Eq. 12 the growth of xoi /D84 increases more than proportionally with Fr*, 
whilst So shows comparable effect on xoi /D84 (arrows in Fig. 33). This shows that 
the two ogee crests simulates a flow which enters the rock chute with different 
boundary layer thickness yς. Hence, different inflow conditions can be 
characterized by yς, which can be calculated, for smooth ogee crest, by means of 
[91] equation for x=xo.  
 
The measured values of xoi /D84 (subscript “meas”) and the values of xoi /D84  
calculated with Eq. 13 (subscript “calc”) have been plotted in Fig. 34. 
 
 
 
Fig. 34 Measured xoi /D84 versus calculated values with Eq. 13 (R2=0.96). 
 
Based on the experimental data, an expression has been developed to estimate 
the flow depths (yi) at the inception point. Fig. 35 shows the dependence of yi /D84 
on Fr* for both MR1 and MR2 flumes.  
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Fig. 35 Flow depth at the inception point yi /D84 dependence on Fr* 
 
Fig. 36 correlation between measured yi /D84 and calculated with Eq. 14 
 
Similarly to xi /D84, yi /D84 shows an increasing dependence from Fr* with a growing 
rate comparable to that observed by literature (Table 5). By means of a multiple 
regression, the inception point depth can be predicted with: 
 
yi /D84 = η ·sin ι (θ) ·Fr*κ                                                                   (14)            
 
Where, η =f(xo /D84)= 1.5·(0.68 – 0.03·xo /D84), ι =0.23 and κ =0.55, showing a good 
agreement between the measured yi /D84 and that calculated (Fig. 36). 
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3.2.2 Air diffusion in gradually varied flow conditions and discussion 
Downstream the point of inception, air content in the water mixture gradually grows 
leads to a transition region, which exhibits strong splashing and droplet ejections 
from the water surface (Fig. 27), and it does not show any similar characteristics to 
nappe flow or skimming flow [27]. To get the detail picture of the flow in the 
transition flow region, air concentration plots have been made for MR1 and MR2b 
configurations (Fig. 37 and Fig. 38). The undulations in the transition region from 
the air entrainment point were shown in the respective figures. Data have been 
referred to the initial point xo, while the first points observed in the plots indicate the 
observed inception point. Data from [41] with a slope So = 0.29 and 0.4 and [25] So 
= 0.4 for the respective flow ranges were also plotted. Observations revealed that 
the mean air concentration downstream of the air inception point was very much 
undulated with peaks in the transition flow region. It was found that in Fig. 37 and 
Fig. 38, after a peak in the transition flow region a detarinment occurs. Similar 
results of air concentration detrainment in the transition region over stepped 
spillways are seen in the literature data [59]. When compared to larger values of 
dc/D84, the undulations in the transition zone varies. It was observed that for higher 
dc/D84 (1.5-1.7) (Fig. 37), the average concentration profile in transition flow region 
was much less undulated compared to dc/D84 (0.52-0.75) (Fig. 38), since the effect 
of bottom roughness is relatively less prominent for higher flow rates.  
 
Fig. 37 Longitudinal variations of the mean air concentration in the transition region 
for 0.275≤So≤0.46 in MR1 configuration 1.5≤dc/D84≤1.7. Comparison of experimental 
data in the present range with literature data in transition flow region over stepped 
spillways 
 
Besides, the concentration profiles exhibits an increasing trend with the slopes for 
both MR1 and MR2b configurations and stepped chute literature data and relatively, 
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stepped chute data shows higher air concentration compared to rock chute data for 
similar flow conditions in the transition flow region. 
 
Fig. 38  Longitudinal variations of the mean air concentration in the transition 
region for 0.275≤So≤0.46, MR2b configuration 0.52≤dc/D84≤0.75. Comparison of 
experimental data in the present range with literature data in transition flow region 
over stepped spillways 
 
The undulations in the transition region for different flow conditions in same slope 
were better explained by Fig. 39 and Fig. 40. For the same slope, with the increase 
in dc/D84, the Cm decreases. Fig. 39 shows the data obtained for similar ratios of 
inlet conditions xo/D84 = 8.8 (MR1) and xo/D84 = 8.93 (MR2a) and for flows ranging 
from 0.56≤dc/D84≤2.13 at So = 0.46 (Fig. 39) and So = 0.275 (Fig. 40). Irrespective 
of the bed material size, for same slope and similar inlet conditions, the average air 
concentration shows a similar pattern downstream the inception, except some 
deflected flows. Downstream the inception point, after the peak concentration, only 
the last few locations show similar Cm for the same dc/D84 for both slopes. Since 
the length of the channel setup II (MR2a) is small, it was possible to compute Cm 
only up to (x-xo)/D84 <20.  
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Fig. 39. Longitudinal variations of the mean air concentration in the transition 
region for MR1 and MR2a configurations for flow ranging from 0.56≤dc/D84≤2.13 at So 
= 0.46 
 
Fig. 40 Longitudinal variations of the mean air concentration in the transition region 
for MR1 and MR2a configurations for flow ranging from 0.56≤dc/D84≤2.13 at So = 
0.275. 
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Fig. 41 Relation between xp corresponding to maximum concentration in the 
transition region for MR1, MR2a and MR2b configurations 
 
Based upon the analysis of Fig. 37, Fig. 38, Fig. 39 and Fig. 40, it is evident that air 
concentration shows an increasing tendency downstream the inception point. An 
initial increase of air concentration is noticed up to a peak in concentration for all 
the flow discharges and slopes for MR1, MR2a and MR2b configurations and after that 
the air concentration gradually reduced (air detrainment). To find the peak 
concentration longitudinal distance (subscript “p”) in the transition flow region, an 
expression was developed based on the experimental data as: 
 
(xp-xi)/D84=12Fr*0.66                   (15) 
 
Fig. 41 shows the relation between xp and Fr* for MR1, MR2a and MR2b 
configurations. Figure reveals a good correlation with the experimental data sets 
except for MR2a configuration. Since the length of the channel was too small to 
compute the exact length for the maximum concentration. From this it is evident 
that after attaining xp the air starts detrains and from the environmental point of 
view, in natural rivers, a block ramp of xp length would be favorable to attain 
greater air-water mixture. 
 
For a constant Fr*, air concentration profiles were taken downstream the inception 
point to the end of the channel configurations for MR1 and MR2a setups. Fig. 39 and 
Fig. 40 reveals that towards the downstream sections, the average concentration 
for the channel configurations for few locations at same Fr* was approximately 
same. Fig. 41 shows the concentration profiles at the downstream sections at MR1 
and MR2a configurations drawn at (x-xo)/D84 = 13.4 for So = 0.46 (Fr* = 1.6) and at 
(x-xo)/D84 = 16, So = 0.275 (Fr* = 2). The concentration profiles are taken as the 
average of three vertical sections along each section and the concentration profiles 
show similar pattern for MR1 and MR2a configurations for each slope. 
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Fig. 42 Air concentration distribution for MR1 and MR2a configurations at a) x-xo/D84 
= 13.4, So = 0.46, Fr* = 1.6, dc/D84 = 1.0 and at b) x-xo/D84 = 16, So = 0.275, Fr* = 2, 
dc/D84 = 1.0 
3. 3 Aeration analysis in uniform flow conditions and its flow 
properties 
As discussed in the other sections 3. 1 and 3. 2, aeration occurs in the flow over 
rock chutes in steep slopes and large flow rates. The flow downstream the 
inception point and its diffusion properties in the transition region was studied in the 
previous section 3. 2. For longer channels a uniform flow region appeared for most 
of the flows and slopes. Inorder to achieve uniform flow condition, experimental 
setup I was used with MR1 configuration with a base material D84 = 0.04717 m. 
The experimental conditions for the uniform flow properies was summarised in the 
following table.  
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Table 6 Experimental tested range 
 
So Fr de/D84 Re.10
-4 We y90/D84 
0.09 
0.13 
0.17 
0.27 
0.38 
0.46 
0.92-1.6 
1.62-1.72 
0.94-2.09 
1.43-2.28 
1.12-2.35 
1.02-1.9 
0.77-1.35 
0.99-1.33 
0.73-1.1 
0.52-1.02 
0.86-0.99 
0.9-1.9 
7.1-27.1 
21.5-26.3 
6.76-30.9 
8.94-32.2 
14.6-34.1 
14.9-34.2 
155-727 
667-738 
156-1068 
278-1209 
254-1254 
220-916 
0.76-1.36 
0.93-1.12 
0.53-1.10 
0.49-1.06 
1.04-1.12 
1.14-1.40 
 
Where, So is the channel slope, Fr is the Froude number, de/D84 is the relative 
equivalent depth, Re=4qsup/  is the Reynolds number, and   is the water 
kinematics viscosity and We is the Weber number. The Froude number is defined 
as Fr=V/(gde)0.5, in which V=qsup/de  is the average flow velocity over the rock chute 
respect to the equivalent depth de, qsup is the superficial discharge per unit width 
[71], and g is the gravitational acceleration. Details of the experimental sketch with 
boulders and the notations used are shown in Fig. 43.  
 
Fig. 43 Details of the notation with boulders 
 
Where xb is the distance from the boulder rows measured from the top of each 
boulder row. y1 denotes the depth measured from the plane joining the top of the 
boulder rows and y1 =  y90(1) at C = 0.9. xs is the length relative to each stones tip 
and y is the flow depth. 
3.3.1 Aeration in BMR configuration  
As expalined before, the flow reaches a uniform flow region after a certain length of 
flow. To evaluate the aeration diffusivity and average concentration, [25]’s model 
has been used. The data measured for the present study have been plotted and 
fitted in the model proposed. The model is given as: 
  
    
 
 
3
902 90 / 1/ 3/1 tanh '
2 3o o
y yy yC K
D D
                                                  (16)
  
Where Do is a dimensionless coefficient, C is the air concentration corresponding 
to the relative position from the physical top y/y90, and the dimensionless 
integration coefficient K’, defined as: 
  *
1 8'
2 81o o
K K
D D
  ,  Where, K* is                
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* 1 0.5tanh (0.1 ) 0.33K    
and the average concentration in the uniform flow region, Cu is defined as function 
of the diffusivity coefficient Do: 
 
    03.6140.7622 1.0434 DuC e                                                                (17) 
 
In the model, the diffusivity     
2
90' / 1 2( / 1/ 3)oD D y y is function of the relative 
depth y/y90. The concentration profiles for 0.17≤So≤0.46 and for discharge 
intensities (q) between 0.03≤q≤0.07 m2/s are plotted in Fig. 44 for different critical 
depths 0.73<dc/D84<1.68. As explained before, each concentration plot was 
averaged using 5 different transversal profile at 4 longitudinal positions between 
200 cm<x<500 cm. The average concentration profile was evaluated using eq.                                                  
(16). When compared to Fig. 44 a, b, c and d, the concentration profile tends to 
move down and this results a reduction in the critical depth and thereby the 
average concentration increases.  The increase in the average concentration is 
due to the greater interaction between the bed material and the free surface. It is 
also clear that when the slope increases the average concentration also increases.  
 
Fig. 44. Air concentration profile for a) So=0.17, b) So =0.264, c) So =0.38, d) So 
=0.46: exp. data dc/D84=0.73 ( ), 0.96 ( ), 1.16 ( ), 1.34 ( ), 1.52 ( ), 1.68 ( ); 
and eq. 9: dc/D84=0.73 ( ), 0.96 ( ), 1.16 ( ), 1.34 ( ), 1.52 
( ), 1.68 ( ). 
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For a constant slope, the greater the relative critical depth, the lesser the 
interaction between the free surface and bed material and as a result the 
concentration decreases. The consequent reduction of the drag forces and the 
shear stresses developed in the inner layer resulting in a lesser air entrainment. 
Based on the experimental observation for the selected tested range, a relation 
was concluded for the average concentration over the bed materials in uniform flow 
conditions. The proposed relation for calculating the average concentration, Cu in 
MR-A and MR-SK flow condition is:  
 
   2.27 0.9840.12 1.69  /  u o eC S d D                                                                (18) 
 
Fig. 45 plots the average concentration Cu as function of the relative equivalent 
depth de/D84, for different slopes So. The plot summarises that for a constant slope, 
Cu decreases with increase in de/D84. It is also concluded that Cu increases with So 
in both MR-A and MR-SK flow regimes. 
 
Fig. 45. Relation between average air concentration and relative equivalent depth 
for different slopes in MR-A and MR-SK flow conditions 
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Fig. 46 Comparison between experimental data (Cu meas) and calculated values 
(Cu cal) 
 
Fig. 46 plots a comparison of the measured and the experimental data and found 
that all the data fits well within ±20% deviation. 
Fig. 47 plots the standard deviation σc relative to each concentration profile. As well 
as the average concentration Cu, the standard deviation σc decreases as the 
relative equivalent depth increases for 0.13<So<0.46.  
 
Fig. 47. Relation between standard deviation σc and relative equivalent depth for 
different slopes 
 
The standard deviation can be predicted as: 
 
1 50 045 .oσ .  S
                                                                                                 (19) 
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3.3.2 Aeration in BC-R and BC-S configuration 
Experiments were performed in setup I with boulders placed in staggered (BC-S) 
and row (BC-R) configuration. Air concentration and flow measurements were done 
for an experimental range of 0.18≤So≤0.44 and 0.02≤q≤0.09m2/s at boulder 
concetration Γ=0.05 and 0.15. In BC-R arrangement, boulders were placed in row 
arrangement and for boulder concentration Γ=0.05, the distance between two rows 
(xb) was 0.9 m and for Γ=0.15, xb = 0.3 m.  The air concentration differs for different 
boulder concentrations in the uniform flow region. Fig. 48a plots the difference in 
the air concentration for Γ=0.05 and 0.15 in BC-S configuration. The figure shows C 
profiles versus y/y90 measured at longitudinal section 311 cm ≤x≤611 cm for all the 
five transverse concentration profiles. Accordingly, concentration profiles move 
toward the bed as Γ increases, for given So and q.  This reveals that the air 
concentration increases with boulder concentration. The high dispersion observed 
in the air concentration profiles shows the high morphological variability of the base 
configuration. The presence of boulders in staggered configuration increases the 
spatial variability of the bed and, therefore, contributes to higher air concentration 
profiles dispersion.  For BC-R configuration, the concentration profiles differ with the 
boulder concentrations and positions. Since in the BC-R configuration, unifrom flow 
has not achieved, thus the average air concentration has been taken as the 
average of the concentration at middle of the boulder rows (xb= 0.15 m for Γ=0.15 
and xb= 0.45 m for Γ=0.05). For a given y, air concentration profiles at xb = 0 exhibit 
lower C values as compared to concentration profiles between boulder rows, where 
stable shear vortices occur. It is worth observing that, even for BC-R, C increases 
with the boulder concentration for constant So and q. However, C profiles resulted 
in less data spread compared to BC-S, at constant xb and Γ.  
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Fig. 48 Air concentration profile for a) So= 0.27 and q =0.05 m2/s for BC-S and b) 
So= 0.27 and q =0.05 m2/s for BC-R 
 
In general, if the boulder elements are sufficiently close (Γ = 0.15) in staggered or 
row arrangement, the wake behind each boulder rows extends nearly to the next 
boulder rows, resulting in a stable shear vortex, with a high turbulence intensity and 
high momentum exchange, thus entrapping large amounts of air. 
   
BC-R configuration  
 
For the BC-R arrangement over the base material, the air entrainment is strongly 
affected by the element wake characteristics and the relative distance between 
rows. For Γ=0.05, the boulders were spaced apart at a distance xb= 0.90 m and for 
Γ=0.15, xb= 0.30 m.  Fig. 48 also confirms the increase in concentration C with Γ. 
The wake interference between the boulder rows results in the formation of stable 
vortices which leads to a larger air entrainment in the center of the boulder rows, 
confirming the important role of the relative distance between boulders on the self-
aeration process. For BC-R arrangement, measurements were taken at xb = 0, 0.15, 
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0.30 m for Γ=0.05 and xb = 0, 0.45, 0.90 m for Γ=0.15. Average concentration was 
calculated accoriding to eq. (17) and is plotted in Fig. 49. 
  
 
Fig. 49 Average concentration plots for Γ=0.05 and Γ=0.15 for BC-R configuration 
compared with BMR configuration 
 
When compared to the BMR configuration, the average concentration profiles were 
not steadily increased with boulder concentration and slopes. So it was not 
possible to develop an exression for Cu in BC-R arrangement. This is because most 
of tests in this configuration has not achieved uniform flow region. The properties 
differ in uniform flow region and transition region. Hence, in this case also, the 
average concentration was not showing a common increasing trend with boulder 
concentration and slopes for all cases. 
 
BC-S configuration 
 
Staggered boulder arrangement over the base materials show a similar flow 
pattern compared to that of the BMR configuration (Section 3. 1 Different flow 
regimes). The measurements were taken in between 311<x<611 cm from the 
channel entrance. Average concentration Cu was calculated with eq.                                                              
(17) and is plotted in Fig. 50. Based on the experimental observations, the eq.                                                              
(18) has been extended for the BC-S arrangement and is given as: 
   
0.9
2.15 2.27
84
0.12 0.9 1.69 2 eu o o
dC S S
D


  
         
Γ Γ                                       (20) 
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Fig. 50 Average concentration plots for different boulder concentration in BC-S 
arrangement compared with BMR configuration 
 
The proposed relation eq. (20) is also plotted along with eq. (18) in Fig. 50 and 
found that the measured data and the proposed relations are in a good agreement. 
Fig. 51 shows the comparison between the measured and calculated values and 
found that all the data fit well within ±20% deviation. 
 
 
Fig. 51 Comparison between the measured Cu and calculated Cu for BC-S 
configuration 
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3.3.3 Comparitive study between BMR, BC-R and BC-S configuration 
 
The flows over the three configurations show a high variation when the data are 
analysed seperately. Fig. 53 shows a comparison between the air concentration 
profiles between BMR, BC-R and BC-S configuration.  
 
Air concentration profile comparison 
 
Fig. 52a shows the comparison between the BMR configuration with Γ =0.05 and 
0.15 of BC-S configuration. Fig. 52 b displays the scatter of the air concentration 
measures of BC-R configuration with that of BMR configuration. By comparing both 
graphs, it is clear that BC-R configuration shows a high data spread compared to 
other two. In both cases of BC-S and BC-R configuration, Γ = 0.15 displays that air 
concentration data scattered is more than Γ = 0.05 and Γ = 0.0  and found that the 
scatter is more in BC-R arrangement. This is due to the high wake and fall 
generation in BC-R arrangement for Γ=0.15 and hence results in high data spread. 
This wake and fall generation is explained later in detail. For BC-S configuration, the 
average air concentration curve relates to the average of all the vertical sections 
measured in the uniform flow condition, i.e., for 66≤x/D84≤130. For BC-R 
arrangements, data have been plotted for the four longitudinal sections (–
0.5≤xb/Db≤2.7) measured in the uniform flow region.  Therefore, Cm results in the 
combination of the higher aeration due to the wake downstream of the boulder row 
and that measured at the middle section of row arrangement. This figure also 
explains that for the same slope and discharge, the air concentration increases 
with boulder concentration. . It is worth observing that for given q, the boulders 
presence strongly affects the free surface, which results in higher turbulence and 
thereby higher aeration. 
 
Generally, as slope increases, the relative equivalent depth reduces and hence 
results in higher air entrainment due to the interaction between the bed elements 
and the free surface. Fig. 53 gives a comparison between BC-S and BC-R 
arrangement in terms of slopes. As it is evident that when the slope increases, the 
concentration decreases irrespective of the boulder arrangement.  As mentioned 
before, the data spread can be visible more for BC-R arrangement. The profiles 
shown in Fig. 53 were obtained for slopes 0.18≤So≤0.44 for BC-S and BC-R with 
boulder concentration Γ=0.15 and for q=0.09 m2/s. Concentration profile showed a 
higher dispersion toward the averaged air-concentration profile compared to BC-S 
arrangement, as well as in staggered boulders, higher Cm relates to higher So. 
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Fig. 52 Comparison of the air concentration profiles for BMR, a) BC-S and b) BC-R 
configuration for q = 0.1 m2/s, So= 0.27 
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Fig. 53 Air concentration profiles at three slopes So=0.18 (○), So=0.27 (■) and 
So=0.44 (Δ) for q = 0.09 m2/s and Γ = 0.15 in a) BC-S and b) BC-R arrangement 
 
Average air concentration 
 
For BMR and BC-S configuration, the average flow properties were found to be 
similar in the uniform flow region.  
Fig. 54 shows the average concentration Cm in the uniform flow region 
66≤x/D84≤130 for BMR and BC-S configuration.  
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Fig. 54 Average air concentration for BMR and BC-S configuration at So = 0.44 and q 
= 0.1 m2/s 
 
The figure also shows that the standard deviation of both Cm in the uniform flow 
region is less than 0.017 and 0.012. Hence the average concentration measure 
was calculated as the average of the aeration measures in the uniform flow region 
(66≤x/D84≤130 for BMR and BC-S configuration in the present experimental 
conditions). But in BC-R arrangement, since the uniform flow was not achieved due 
to the limited length and discharge ranges. Hence the average concentration was 
taken as the summation of air concentration measures between –0.5≤xb/Db≤2.7.  
Fig. 55 illustrates Cm in terms of q  for 0.18≤So≤0.44 and 0.05≤Γ≤0.15. Unlike BC-S 
arrangement, the air concentration measured around the boulder profile and in 
between the boulder rows results in a lesser Cm for Γ=0.05 compared to BMR 
configuration for So=0.27 and So=0.44. Indeed, the aeration mechanics in presence 
of boulders in rows is originated by a complete different self-aeration process 
compared to both base configuration and staggered arrangement. Since boulders 
are arranged in rows over the base configuration at low boulder concentration 
(Γ=0.05), self-aeration reflects the wake generation of the boulders in rows which 
showed an air detrainment action as far as the flow moves from the wake. 
Therefore, the mechanism of the air entrainment in the self-aerated flow is affected 
by the rows rather than the by the air entrapped in the base material cavities. For 
the same discharge, Ct increases with the slope. At the top of the boulder row, the 
concentration decreases and it increases just after the boulder row due to heavy 
vortex shedding. Between the rows this decreases and it continues up to the next 
row of boulders and the process is repeated. But the difference in concentration 
between the boulder rows is very less for Γ = 0.05. Fig. 56 shows the transverse air 
concentration profile for two discharges inorder to show the effect of discharge for 
same slope and for Γ=0.15. For Γ=0.15, Cm again shows higher values compared 
to BMR. Air is entrapped and re-circulated by the presence of stable vortex in 
between the rows, showing higher Cm compared to BMR.     
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Fig. 55 Average transverse air concentration Ct between two rows for Γ=0.05 for q 
= 0.05 m2/s for So = 0.18, 0.27, 0.44; xb in cm 
 
 
Fig. 56 Average transverse air concentration Ct between two rows for Γ=0.15 for q 
= 0.08 and 0.03 m2/s for So = 0.18; xb in cm 
 
 
3.3.4 Flow properties around the macroroughness elements 
Detailed air concentration measurements over the different rough elements are 
explained below. Rough bed is prepared by elements of different shapes and size. 
Flow properties around each rough element differ for each discharge and slope. 
Fig. 59 shows the pictorial representation of the flow pattern over Stone 1 at So 
=0.27 for q = 0.03, 0.05 and 0.07 m2/s. When the free surface impact over the 
stone tips, it is possible to observe the formation of stable streamwise oriented 
vortex (drag vortex), which became more stable for low relative flow depth (Fig. 
59). Moreover, shear vortex are also present between the stones.  
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Fig. 57 Scaled profiles of air concentration and velocity at Stone 1 and Stone 2 
Q = 0.009 m3/s (-), 0.015 m3/s (+), 0.021 m3/s ( ). 
 
Fig. 58 Scaled profiles of air concentration and velocity at Stone 3 and Stone 4 Q = 
0.009 m3/s (-), 0.015 m3/s (+), 0.021 m3/s ( ). 
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The velocity and concentration profiles over the four stones for the tested 
discharges are shown in Fig. 57 and Fig. 58. The average flow velocity, u was 
found by Q/ (de.B), where B is the channel width. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 59 Aeration and flow pattern of Stone 1(1/800 sec), for a) q=0.07 m2/s, b) 
q=0.05 m2/s, c) q=0.03 m2/s at So = 0.275. 
 
In Fig. 57 and Fig. 58, xs is the length relative to the stone’s tips. The figure shows 
the effect of the different stone shapes on the concentration and also the change in 
the velocity properties. All the stones generally show a drop of the concentration 
profiles and of the y90 level as the flow discharge reduces. The tip of the Stone 1 is 
more projected compared with the other stones; thereby, for lower discharges the 
decrease in the flow depth enhances the turbulence on the free surface 
downstream and hence increase the aeration. For xs = 2cm and 4cm, small stable 
vortices can be observed (Fig. 59c), resulted an increase in the concentration for q 
= 0.03 m2/s and it decreases as discharge increases (Fig. 57a). In the velocity 
profile at xs = 2 cm and 4 cm (Fig. 57b), there is a decrease in the velocity in the 
vortex zone and then it increases towards the stone tip. The selected second stone 
is more flat and small compared to the first one. Concentration and velocity profiles 
show a different behavior and are less affected by the tip presence.(Fig. 57c-d). 
For this stone, small eddies can be seen on both sides of the stone, since the 
eddies were not prominent, the air concentration measures are negligible near the 
stones. In the velocity profile, it is well shown the effect of eddies towards the 
downstream part, which tends to increase the velocity respect to the average.  
The Stone 3 is smaller than the other two having a small peak (Fig. 58a & b). Since 
the peak is small, small unstable vortices were seen very close to the stone slopes. 
Because of this, concentration measures were negligible on both sides. The 
presence of small vortices can be shown with the help of velocity profiles that the 
velocity decreases with the vortices effect and then it increases (Fig. 58a & b). 
Concentration measures of the fourth stone clearly illustrates that the selected 
stone is almost flat, and its presence doesn’t affect the upstream concentration 
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profile, which remains almost constant over the stone (Fig. 58 c & d). Velocity 
profile also shows the absence of prominent eddies near the stone surface. 
However, for q= 0.05 m2/s, the flat shows higher velocity downstream to the stone, 
while for q =0.03 m2/s and 0.07 m2/s the velocity tends to increase toward the 
water depth.  
 
Fig. 60a shows the comparison between the average air concentration for q = 0.03 
m2/s in the uniform flow region and at different sections of Stone 1 and found larger 
concentration in the vortex zone and extend towards the stone tip and then it 
decreases. This illustrates the complex aeration mechanics of the irregular stone 
shape. The observations of Fig. 60b also confirm the regularity of the stone and 
show a regular pattern of the concentration measures. 
 
 
Fig. 60 . Comparison of average air concentration profile and air concentration at 
different xs of a) Stone 1 and b) Stone 4 at q= 0.03 m2/s, So = 0.28. 
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The flow properties not only differ due to the surface roughness, but also due to the 
arrangement of the elements. When boulders are placed over the base elements, 
the air concentration and flow properties vary accordingly. Fig. 61 shows the air 
concentration profile around a boulder arranged in a) BC-S configuration and b) BC-R 
configuration for So = 0.44 and 0.27 at q = 0.05 m2/s. 
 
 
Fig. 61 Air concentration profiles over boulder for a)BC-S configuration and b) BC-R 
configuration at Γ=0.15, q = 0.05m2/s 
 
Since the spacing between two boulder rows is too close, the aeration features are 
affected by the wake of the flow of the previous boulder row. For So = 0.44, due to 
the presence of the wake interference and the presence of stable vortices between 
two boulder rows, higher air concentration around the stone can be observed as 
compared to So = 0.27 (Fig. 61b). The higher concentration in the inner layer for 
So=0.44 and xb/Db=0.73 (Fig. 61b) is due to cavity formation downstream of the 
boulder tip.  
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In all the above cases (Fig. 57,Fig. 58, Fig. 60 and Fig. 61), in the inner layers, due 
to vortex shedding a peak concentration is noticed for low discharges. An 
expression is developed inorder to find the peak concentration in the inner layers. 
Fig. 62 shows the normalized concentration profiles Č=C/Cmax versus ŷ=y/ymax, with 
Cmax = inner layer peak concentration and ymax = y(C=Cmax), of the wake mixing 
layer and their streamwise diffusion. It is worth observing that only data which 
presented a peak concentration have been plotted in the graph.  
 
Fig. 62  Normalized concentration profiles over stone (S) or boulder (B) tips for BC-S 
configuration 
 
Similar to the diffusion equation adopted by [21] and [62] for direct hydraulic jumps, 
the non-dimensional air concentration distribution can be approximated by the 
Gaussian distribution as  
   Ў      
 2exp 0.5 1 /C                                                                         (21) 
The non-dimensional coefficient ξ results from wake air-concentration profiles by 
means of a standard regression of profiles at constant xs/D84 or xs/DB. As for 
hydraulic jump, ξ depends on the distance from the element tip and can be 
considered a measure of the wake air-water diffusion. According to Fig. 62, ξ=0.36 
for xs/D84=0.43 and ξ=0.26 for xs/D84=0.85 and xs/DB=0.73. In presence of a direct 
hydraulic jump eq. (21) gives relatively good results as concentration is measured 
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in the mixing layer (i.e., ŷ<1), as shown by [62]. The slight dispersion around Eq.                                                                       
(21) for ŷ<1 is due to local differences in the aeration process and the local 
interaction between the wake and shear vortices between cavities. As observed by 
high speed photography, air is entrained at the free surface and the wake, 
generated by stones or boulders protruding in the outer flow region, continuously 
entrapping bubbles which are convected downstream. The flow is not accelerated 
by the presence of the recirculation vortex present at the top of the mixing layer, as 
at the toe of hydraulic jump, but is accelerated by the presence of stone or boulder 
obstruction [86];[32]; [50] and its interaction with the flow surface. Concentration 
profiles rapidly break away from eq. (21) as the data approaches the transition 
between the wake and the outer layer, i.e., for ŷ >1. The transition between the 
wake mixing layer and the free surface region is comparable with either the air-
concentration profile of hydraulic jumps observed by [21]; [62] or the mixing layer 
concentration profile observed between step cavities in [30]. In the present study, 
experiments showed that for de/D84>1, Cmax follows  
  max


4.5
841.22 /eC d D                                                                    (22) 
3. 4 Flow resistance properties in uniform flow conditions 
According to [71], the flow resistance over rock chutes can be expressed as: 
   0.5 848 / / , of y D S                                                                                         (23) 
where f is the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, y is the water depth without air 
entrainment, D84 is the particle size for which the 84% of the material is finer, So is 
the chute slope, and Ψ is a function symbol. Due to self-aeration, the average air 
concentration Cm  also effect the flow resistance. Hence, the equation becomes,  
 
   0.5 848 / / , ,o mf y D S C                                                                                           (24) 
where, 9090 01/  
y y
m y
C y C dy


   , is the average concentration and C is the air 
concentration at a distance y from the P.T. [15] showed that, for stepped chutes, 
the average concentration is independent of Reynolds number and the step 
roughness (that can be considered as the stone surface roughness). Hence, the 
average concentration can be written as a function of  
 
 90 84/ , ,m e oC y D W S                                                                                                  (25) 
where, We=ρV2D84/σ is the averaged Weber number, assuming the reference 
length equals to the characteristic stone size D84, ρ is the water density, σ is the 
water surface tension, and Θ is a function symbol. 
Although the Froude analogy weakly describes two-phase flow problems [29], [8] 
showed that for model scale λl>1:15 the self-aeration and the average 
concentration Cm are not affected by the scale itself, while [30] fixed this limit to 
λl=1:10. Stone size for rock chutes usually equals to D84=0.6 m. According to the 
tested material, the model scale ranges between 1:13<λl<1:11, and, as a first 
approximation, the scale effects can be neglected. Therefore, the Weber number 
can be neglected and the eq. (25) leads to: 
 90 84/ ,m oC y D S                                                                                            (26) 
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The equivalent depth  90 900 1  1
y y
e my
d C dy y C


     depends on both the y90 
and the average concentration Cm, which allows to define the equivalent Darcy-
Weisbach friction factor for uniform rock chute in macro-roughness condition, as: 
 
 
 0.5 1 840.5 0.33
18 / / ,e e o
eo
qf d D S
dgS
                                                         (27) 
where q is the water discharge per unit of width, g is the gravitational acceleration 
Ψ1 is a function symbol. 
 
3.4.1 BMR Configuration 
For tests in all the flow conditions (MR-W, MR-A and MR-SK), the equivalent depth 
corresponds to the depth measured respect to the effective top. When the mixed 
flow was present, the equivalent friction factor was evaluated as: 
   
sup0.5 /(8 / )
/ 2
e
e
e e o
q d
f
g Bd B d S


                                                                            (28) 
Where, B is the channel width and qsup is the superficial water discharge per unit 
width. When the aspect ratio was de/B> 20, the wall friction factor correction was 
applied as  [71]. The relation proposed by [71] is valid up to a slope of 9% and is 
not fitting in to the present data for higher slopes (Fig. 63). This is due to the self 
aeration mechanism. Therefore all the factors are incorporated and a new equation 
has proposed.  
 
   0.5 848 / ln /e ef a b d D                                                                                         (29) 
where the coefficients a and b are defined as: 
217 2 36 4 26o oa  - S  + . S  + .                                                                                     (30) 
2.331 2.0732 oSb e                                                                                              (31) 
 
Fig. 63 Equivalent measured Darcy-Weisbach friction factor vs. calculated Darcy-
Weisbach friction factor for a) slope 0.09<So<0.46 flow condition MR-A and MR-SK  
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Fig. 64 plots the the friction factor relative to condition MR-A and MR-SK. In the plot, 
the dotted line represent the Bathurst’s macroscale threshold (de/D84<1.2). 
For higher slopes (So>0.13) and relative submergence de/D84<1.2, the flow regime 
MR-A and MR-SK starts to develop. The curves in Fig. 64 are plotted according to eq.                                                                                      
(29). 
 
Fig. 64 Equivalent Darcy-Weisbach friction factor vs. equivalent relative 
submergence for slope 0.13<So<0.43 flow condition MR-A and MR-SK. 
 
Fig. 65 plots the comparison between measured and calculated equivalent friction 
factor using eq. (29). This reveals that all the experimental data within the tested 
conditions are fitted within ±25% deviation. 
 
Fig. 65 Comparison between calculated and measured Darcy-Weisbach friction 
factor slopes 0.13<So<0.46 flow condition MR-A and MR-SK  eq. (29) 
3.4.2 BC-S Configuration 
Inorder to improve the stability, boulders are incorporated over the BMR 
configuration. The wake and fall of the flow due to the presence of boulders 
diminishes the shear stresses acting on the base material. The boulder presence 
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and the roughened bed change the flow geometry thereby increase the flow 
resistance. Friction factor values with boulder concentration Γ= 0.05 and 0.15 are 
not fitted well with the relation for BMR configuration (eq.                                                                                       
(29) and is shown in Fig. 66. Hence a new relation has been proposed by including 
the boulder concentration and is given as: 
 
Fig. 66 Comparison of measures and calculated friction factor values for Γ=0.05, 
0.15 at So = 0.17, 0.27 and 0.44 as by eq.                                                                                       
(29). 
 
   0.5 848 / ln /e ef a b d D                                                                                    (32) 
Where a, b, ε are  
217 2.36 4.26o oa S S                                                                    (33) 
2.332.07 oSb e                                                                                         (34) 
0.11 21 (7 12) (48 )o oS S
   Γ Γ                                                               (35) 
 
Fig. 67 displays the friction factor values for three slopes (So=0.18, 0.27, 0.38) and 
three boulder concentrations (Γ=0, 0.05, 0.15). The experimental data are fitted in 
the model proposed   (32) and is shown in following figures.  
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Fig. 67 Equivalent Darcy-Weisbach friction factor vs. equivalent relative 
submergence for a) So = 0.18, b) So = 0.27 c) So = 0.44 at Γ = 0 (  ) Γ = 0.05 (  ) 
and Γ = 0.15 (  ). 
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As it is evident that as the slope increases the friction factor decreases [19; 64] and 
for a particular slope, friction factor decreases with boulder concentration (Fig. 67). 
The comparison between the measured and calculated data is illustrated in Fig. 68 
and it shows that all the data are fitted within ±25% deviation. 
 
Fig. 68  Comparison between measured and calculated values with eq. (32) 
 
3.4.3 Dependance of friction factor with average concentration 
 
Fig. 69 relates the dependence of friction factor with that of average concentration 
for three slopes (So = 0.18, 0.27, 0.44). As seen from figure that when the slope 
increases Cm increases and for a particular slope, Cm increases gradually with 
friction factor for all boulder concentrations. 
 
  
Fig. 69 Average air concentration as a function of friction factor 
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3.5 Turbulent flow properties in skimming flow regime 
The underlying process in the inner layers of the turbulent flow are explained in this 
chapter. This chapter yields information on the hydrodynamics of two phase flows 
over naturally occurring rough bed elements in macro and intermediate roughness 
[4; 67] and also determines the turbulence response to the changes in flow and 
roughness.This gives information on the normal distribution of air concentration, 
bubble frequency and the integral time scale over the roughened bed in two phase 
flows. The data used for this study is explained in Table 7. 
 
Table 7 Experimental ranges   
So Fr de/D84 dc/D84 Configuration 
0.26 1.43-2.28 0.74-1.02 0.956-1.682 BMR, Γ = 0 
0.38 1.12-2.35 0.88-0.99 0.956-1.68 BMR, Γ = 0 
0.46 1.02-1.9 0.9-1.16 0.956-1.682 BMR, Γ = 0 
0.46 1.07 1.35 1.27 BC-R, Γ = 0.05 
0.46 0.87-1.57 1.21-1.63 1.06-1.91 BC-S, Γ = 0.15   
 
3.5.1 Data processing methods 
 
Section 2. 3 Data Processing gives a detail explanation on the different data 
processing methods. The voltage signals received for each step from the P.T. are 
analyzed for the calculation of air concentration (C), integral time (Txx) scale, 
frequency (F), chord length (Cha, Chw) distributions and clustering events 
respectively.  
Air concentration C was evaluated as the percentage time in which the signal was 
above the air-water threshold limit [65].  Bubble frequency (F) is the number of 
bubbles detected by the conductivity probe per second. The air and water chord 
time distributions are the time the probe tip is spent on air or water bubble [50]. 
Chord time times the V gives the chord length. The streamwise structure of the air-
water flow can be explained better by clustering analysis. Clustering of bubbles 
(droplets) is due to the pairing of the bubbles (droplets), when the CLw(or 
Cha)<0.1(Chw)mean (or 0.1(Cha)mean) [42]. Where  (Chw)mean =V(1-C)/F and (Cha)mean 
=VC/F  [83].  
3.5.2. Air concentration and frequency analysis 
As explained before, in an open channel flow, the flow starts with a free smooth 
and transparent surface, but the presence of rough bed elements enhances the 
boundary layer development. Air starts entraining when the boundary layer equals 
the flow depth [77] and downstream the inception point a rapidly varied flow region 
appeared characterized by strong hydrodynamic fluctuations. In succession, the 
rapidly varied flow region gradually transformed to the uniform flow region and is 
characterized by quasi-smooth water free surface and stable vortex between the 
rock chute elements. All the flow measurements were taken in the uniform flow 
region. The skimming flow over the macro-roughness (MR-SK) condition [65] 
occurred in terms of relative equivalent depth (de/D84) for different slopes is 
explained in [65; 66]. Fig. 70(a-b) represents the void fraction distribution and the 
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frequency analysis in the MR-SK flow regime for slope So = 0.46,  q = 0.07m2/s, Γ = 0 
at x/D84 = 87.1, 108.3, 129.5 for an average air concentration [66] Cm = 0.35. 
Where Cm can be found as Cm = (0.12-0.9 Γ)+(1.69+2 ΓSo-2.15)So2.27(de/D84)-0.9 [66]. 
The void fraction distribution (Fig. 70a) showed a flat S-shape for different 
longitudinal sections in the uniform flow region. All the data in the uniform flow 
region shows a satisfactory agreement with the analytical solution of the bubbles 
advective diffusion equation [25]. 
 
It can be shown from Fig. 70b that the frequency distribution has got a rising limb, 
an intermediate region and a recession limb in direction normal to the flow.  By 
analyzing the figures, it is clear that there are not many discrepancies in the 
average profile measurements in MR-SK region over the rock chutes except a small 
‘first peak’ in the frequency  distribution in the inner layers (Fig. 70b). This is mainly 
due to the greater interaction with the intense rough channel bed [65]. A ‘second 
peak’ shows the maximum bubble frequency (Fmax), which arises generally for a 
void fraction C 0.3 to 0.6. 
 
Fig. 70 Dimensionless distribution of (a) void fraction and (b) frequency analysis in 
MR-SK flow regime of BMR bed configuration for slope So = 0.46 and q = 0.07m2/s at 
different longitudinal sections (x/D84). 
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Frequency distribution over the air concentration explains better the flow regions in 
direction normal to flow. Fig. 71 shows the dimensionless relation between bubble 
frequency and air concentration for slopes 0.26≤So≤0.46 and for q = 0.07 m2/s. All 
the present data set for the three slopes showed consistently a characteristic 
shape with a maximum bubble frequency in the range of 0.3<C<0.6. The bubble 
frequency and air concentration was tried to approximated by a parabolic shape as 
shown in [17] as  
max/ 4 (1 )F F C C                                                                               (36)
        
 And later [83], extended the parabolic law as  
 
2
max max/ (1 ) / ( ). ( ). FF F C C C C C                                     (37) 
 Where α(C), β(C) are correction factors and CFmax is the air concentration 
corresponding to maximum bubble frequency [83].  
 
The dimensionless distribution of the bubble count rate with void fraction clearly 
illustrates the three different flow regions in the direction normal to the flow. Bubbly 
flow regime appeared for C<0.3 and the spray region for higher concentration 
C>0.6 and an intermediate region 0.3<C<0.6 with maximum bubble frequency. A 
similar result is observed in flow over smooth chutes and stepped spillway flows 
[17; 42]. All the present data in the bubbly flow region were correlated reasonably 
well with the modified parabolic law of Toombes [83], except few data of So = 0.26. 
The higher bubble count rate in the inner regions of the flow over rough bed is due 
to the high vortex recirculation between the bed elements and it is well discussed in 
[74]. In the outer layers due to the spray formation, higher dispersion of data was 
seen and hence resulted in a larger deviation with Eq. (36) and Eq. (37).  
 
Fig. 71. Dimensionless relationship between C and bubble count rate F/Fmax for So 
= 0.46, 0.38, 0.26 at q = 0.07 m2/s, Γ = 0 and comparison with Eq. (36) and Eq. 
(37) 
 
By intensifying the roughness, the flow properties varies and following figures show 
a detailed picture of the difference in the flow properties compared to the BMR 
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condition (Fig. 70). Concentration profiles and the frequency analysis at the crest of 
the boulder top (xb/Db = 0) of the BC-R arrangement of boulders (Γ = 0.05) and the 
immediate bottom (xb/Db = 0.9) of the boulder rows at 5 different transversal 
sections z (-10cm, -5cm, 0, 5cm, 10cm) are shown in Fig. 72 & Fig. 73. Here xb is 
the distance from the boulder rows, y1 denotes the depth measured from the plane 
joining the top of the boulder rows and y1 = y90(1) at C = 0.9. 
 
 
Fig. 72. Dimensionless distribution of (a) void fraction C and (b) frequency analysis 
in BC-R arrangement (Γ = 0.05) of slope So = 0.46, q = 0.05m2/s at xb/Db = 0 for 
different z/B. 
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Fig. 73. Dimensionless distribution of (a) void fraction C and (b) frequency analysis 
in BC-R arrangement (Γ = 0.05) of slope So = 0.46, q = 0.05m2/s at xb/Db = 0.9 for 
different z/B. 
 
The air concentration profiles and the frequency analysis above the boulder top 
(Fig. 72) was homogeneous, similar to the profile (Fig. 70) of MR-SK regime over 
BMR arrangement without much discrepancy. In Fig. 73, a profound disturbance of 
the flow field immediately after the boulder row was clearly seen and that includes 
strong separation zone below and above the boulder top. Fig. 74(a-b) shows the 
dimensionless distribution of void fraction with bubble frequency and the Txx 
variation normal to the flow direction at xb/Db = 0.9, So = 0.46, q = 0.05m2/s in BC-R 
arrangement of boulders (Γ = 0.05).  Flow over the BC-R arrangement is 
characterized by a wake and fall mechanism [65]. Due to the vortices shedding in 
the wake diffusion zone [52; 65] immediately after the boulder rows (xb/Db = 0.9) a 
recirculation zone appears results in more bubble frequency and higher turbulence 
in the inner layers and is shown in detail in Fig. 73. In the wake diffusion zone, a 
small jet fall occurs after each boulder row and accordingly due to the fall effect the 
air packets were broken up in to number of air bubbles results in larger air contents 
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and hence results in higher bubble count rate (Fig. 74a). In this zone, due to the 
vortex shedding a high recirculation zone occurs results in higher Txx in the inner 
layers. 
 
 
Fig. 74. Dimensionless distribution of a) of void fraction and bubble frequency b) 
integral time scale normal to the direction of the flow at xb/Db = 0.9, So = 0.46, q = 
0.05m2/s in BC-R arrangement of boulders (Γ = 0.05) for different z/B. 
3.5.3 Integral time scale comparison with stepped chute data and 
relation with air concentration 
 
Fig. 75 shows the literature comparison [35]  with the rock chute data in the bubbly 
and intermediate flow region for several transversal spacings (z). It can be inferred 
from figure that in the inner layers, the rock chute data is more turbulent in behavior 
than that of stepped chute for similar de/ D84 [35] (D84 = h cos(θ), h  is the step 
height of stepped chute). This is due to the surface roughness behavior of the 
rough bed elements compared to that of stepped chute. All the plots in Fig. 75 
displays that turbulence decreases with increase in de/D84. When de/D84 reduces, 
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the interaction between the rough bed elements and the water surface increases 
results in higher integral time scale. Normal to the flow direction, it was found that 
Txx has greater value in the intermediate flow region for all de/D84. Literature [23] 
study shows that  plot Txx with C generally has a parabolic shape in the inner layers 
(bubbly and intermediate flow region) and in the spray region a large deviation is 
found over stepped spillways. Since the spray formation appears earlier (C>0.6) 
over rock chutes, the data points systematically break away from the normal 
parabolic shape. Hence the present study data is shown only for the inner layers 
(Fig. 75).  
 
 
Fig. 75 Literature comparison of [35] data for So = 0.4 with the present study (So = 
0.38, Γ = 0) for similar de/D84. 
  
From the above results, inorder to visualize the effects of turbulence on aeration, 
maximum integral time scale (Ťxx) in the intermediate flow region is plotted for So 
vary from 0.26≤So≤ 0.46 and de/D84 in the range of 0.74≤de/D84≤1.63 in Fig. 76a. In 
addition,  Ťxx is compared with [35] data. A general decreasing trend of turbulence 
with de/D84 was found for all the slopes in the tested range. [35] data shows less 
turbulent compared with rock chute data (Fig. 75).  Fig. 76b plots average 
concentration Cm [66] as a function of Ťxx for 0.26≤So≤ 0.46 and 0≤Γ≤0.15 (BC-S). 
As the slope increases the Cm also increases and for each slope Cm increases with 
Ťxx. 
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Fig. 76. Dimensionless distribution of a) Ťxx with de/D84 for 0.26≤So≤0.46, 
0.74≤de/D84≤1.63 and 0≤Γ≤0.15 (BC-S) along with [35] data, So =0.4 b) Cm with Ťxx 
for 0.26≤So≤0.46, 0.74≤de/D84≤1.63 and 0≤Γ≤0.15 (BC-S). 
3.5.4 Chord length distributions and clustering analysis 
 
Fig. 77(a-b) presents the probability distribution functions of air bubble and water 
droplet chord sizes for q = 0.07 m2/s, So = 0.46 in the MR-SK region of BMR 
configuration. It is evident from Fig. 77a that the bubble chord distributions were 
skewed with a preponderance of smaller bubbles relative to the (Cha)mean. Fig. 77b 
shows the droplet chord size distribution in the skimming flow and it is seen that the 
distributions were skewed towards (Chw)mean. Unlike the bubble chord size 
distribution over stepped spillways [22], the histogram  columns (Fig. 77b) 
represents that (Chw)mean over the rough bed is larger in the outer spray region of 
the MR-SK region.  
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Fig. 77. Probability distribution functions of (a) air bubble chord sizes (b) water 
droplet chord sizes over BMR (Γ = 0) configuration for q = 0.07 m2/s , So = 0.46 at 
the central transversal section z/B=0. (Cha)mean and (Chw)mean are given in mm. 
 
Streamwise structure of the air-water flow can be further explained by the 
clustering analysis. Voltage signal outputs provide information on the clustering 
properties of the bubbles in the bubbly flow region. A typical result of the clustering 
analysis normal to the flow direction in the bubbly flow region (So = 0.46, q = 0.07 
m2/s, Γ = 0 at z/B=0) is presented in Fig. 78. Here Nab denotes the number of 
bubbles per cluster. More than 70% of the clusters occur of 2 bubbles with an 
average number of bubbles per cluster (Nab) 2.2 (Fig. 78) in the bubbly flow region. 
In the present case (Fig. 78), 23-45% of bubbles were clustered and generally in 
MR-SK region is 15-40% bubbles were traveling as parts of cluster with a 
preponderance of 2 bubbles in the skimming flows over rough bed. Void fraction 
and frequency analysis were also shown in the Fig. 78 and Fmax was found for C = 
0.3 in the present case. 
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Fig. 78. Clustering properties of bubbles in bubbly flow region in MR-SK region of 
BMR (Γ = 0) configuration for So= 0.46 q = 0.07 m2/s at (z/B=0). 
 
Fig. 79. Probability distribution functions of Cha in the BC-R arrangement (Γ = 0.05) 
of slope So = 0.46, q = 0.05m2/s (a) at xb/Db = 0.0 (b) at xb/Db = 0.9 for z/B=0 
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Fig. 79(a-b) represents the histogram representation of the Cha in the inner layers 
of the BC-R arrangement (Γ = 0.05) for slope So = 0.46 and q = 0.05m2/s at xb/Db = 
0.0 and at xb/Db = 0.9. Fig. 79a shows a similar preponderance of smaller bubbles 
as that of BMR (Fig. 77a) relative to the (Cha)mean. In the wake diffusion zone (xb/Db = 
0.9) larger bubble chord length were seen in the inner layers which contributes 
higher aeration (Fig. 79b).  
Fig. 80 illustrates the clustering analysis in the BC-R arrangement (Γ = 0.05) of slope 
So = 0.46, q = 0.05m2/s at xb/Db = 0.9. Contrary to the earlier results (Fig. 78) in the 
MR-SK region of BMR configuration, Fig. 80 shows that % of bubbles in cluster varies 
from 25-75 % and Nab from an average of 2.2 to 4.2 in the vortex recirculation zone 
of inner flow region (y1/y90(1)<0). 
 
 
Fig. 80. Clustering properties of bubbles in bubbly flow region in the BC-R 
arrangement (Γ = 0.05) of slope So = 0.46, q = 0.05m2/s at xb/Db = 0.9 for three 
transversal sections (z/B =-0.33, 0, 0.33). 
 
3. 6 Energy dissipation 
The flow accelerates along the downstream part of the steep roughened channel 
results in a two-phase flow. In steep slopes and macro-roughness conditions (as 
explained by [5]), a strong interaction between the free surface and the bed 
material results a two-phase flow towards the downstream end of the channel and 
this leads to higher energy dissipation.  
A brief overview of the energy dissipation work over the rock chutes results in 
following valuable contributions. As stated by [67], the relative energy loss ΔEr  is 
given as: 
( ) // (1 ) o cB CS d Hr oE E E A A e
                    (38) 
Where, ΔE = Eo-Et, the difference in the energies at the upstream (subscript ‘o’) 
and the toe (subscript ‘t’) (Setup III), H is the height of the chute, dc is the critical 
depth of the flow, So is the slope of the rock chute  and A, B, and C=parameters 
that depend on the scale roughness conditions of the rock chute. Later the eq. (38) 
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proposed has been extended for the reinforced (rows and random arrangement of 
boulders) block ramps by [68] as: 
( ) /(1 ) (1 )o cB CS d HrE A A e E F
     
 
               (39) 
Where, Γ is the boulder concentration, E and F are the parameters depending on 
the arrangement and roughness of boulder elements. Recently, [1] modified the 
present relation for the staggered arrangement of boulders with different boulder 
size. The relation for staggered arrangement has further extended to 
( ) /
0.9(1 ) (1 )0.6 7.9( / )
o cB CS d H
r
b c
E A A e
D d



    
 
  (40) 
    
Where, Db is the mean size of the boulders. In all these expressions, the air 
entrainment was considered as a irrelevant factor due to the limited length of the 
ramp. Hence, the objective of the present study is to further analyse the energy 
loss characteristics over the rock chute with different rock chute length and to study 
the effect of air content in the energy dissipation. 
The experimental setup III is used for this study. The details of the setup are 
explained in section 2. 1. A recirculation pump allowed for discharge regulation up 
to Q=0.03 m3/s, measured by means of a KROHNE OPTIFLUX 2000 KC 
electromagnetic flow meter of precision of 0.5%. Water is entered in to the channel 
by means of an ogee crest inorder to have a correct boundary layer development 
[63]. Considering an average prototype’s block ramps diameter of 0.60 m<D50<0.80 
m, models scales lie between λR1=1:15 and λR2=1:5 respectively, where λ = length 
scale ratio. The air concentration was recorded using an USBR air concentration 
meter (ACM) with the help of an intrusive single tip conductivity probe of tip Ø6 mm 
[66], which was aligned along the flow direction. The air concentration probe was 
connected to a point gauge that is precise to 0.1 mm. The probe was carefully 
calibrated before the tests and each measurement was sampled for 30-40 s with a 
sampling rate of 15 kHz. The air concentration measurements were averaged (Cm) 
at three longitudinal sections towards the end of the channel  [66]. For each 
longitudinal section, measurements were taken at three points (B/4, B/2, 3B/4). 
Where, y90 is the depth normal to the bed for C=90%. The flow depth and the bed 
profile were measured using a point gauge with a precision of 0.1 mm. For the 
energy loss calculation, flow depth measurements were taken in the basin, where 
the free surface level remained almost constant [67].  
 
 
Fig. 81 Aerated flows over a) MR1 materials at So = 0.38, q = 0.03m2/s and b) MR2 
material at So = 0.38, q= 0.1 m2/s  
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Fig. 81 shows the diagram sketch of the aerated flows over MR1 and MR2 base 
materials. The flow depth at section 0-0 (ogee crest end) is yo and the flow depth y1 
at the downstream end of the channel is taken at section 1-1 (Fig. 11), The total 
upstream energy (Eo) is calculated as H+q2/(2gyo2)+yo and the specific energy at 
the toe (Et) of the rock chute as y1+q2/(2gy12). Hence the energy loss is calculated 
as ΔEr=ΔE/Eo. The characteristics of the tested flows are shown in Table 8. Where 
H is the height of the ramp, q is the discharge per unit width, Cu is the average 
concentration in uniform flow region [66]. By considering the stability of the 
channel, experiments were also performed by placing boulders with DB = 55 mm at 
different boulder concentration (Γ = 0, 0.05, 0.15) and arrangement (rows and 
random). 
 
Table 8. Characteristics of tested flows 
Channel xo/D84 So q (m2/s) dc/H Cu dc/D84 DB/D84 
MR1 8.8 0.18 0.017-0.17 0.07-0.34 0.14-0.19 0.65-3.0 1.17 
  0.275 0.033-0.17 0.05-0.15 0.18-0.30 1.03-3.0 1.17 
  0.38 0.017-0.17 0.04-0.17 0.26-0.5 1.03-3.0 1.17 
MR2 8.93 0.18 0.033-0.12 0.09-0.54 - 0.32-0.76 0.37 
  0.275 0.017-0.10 0.04-0.14 - 0.20-0.68 0.37 
  0.38 0.017-0.10 0.03-0.19 - 0.20-0.68 0.37 
In the tested conditions, most of the flows in the channels MR1 and MR2 were in 
large-scale roughness conditions [67]. Fig. 82 shows the rate of energy dissipation 
over the block ramp from the ogee crest end (section 0-0) to the toe of the ramp. It 
is observed that rate of increase of dissipation is faster at the upstream part of the 
ramp and towards the downstream end; the dissipation rate decreases and 
remains constant. Significant losses in the upstream part is due to the nappe 
impact and after aeration, energy losses are also due to high splashing and vortex 
shedding between the ramp elements. For each slope, the dissipation rate 
increases with flow rates. A similar rate of increase is also observed in stepped and 
smooth chute data of [24].  
 
Fig. 82 Rate of energy dissipation over ramp length in MR1 and MR2 channels and 
comparison with [24] data. 
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Ramp length effect 
    
Fig. 83 Energy dissipation rate over different boulder concentration in row (R) and 
staggered (S) manner over MR1 and MR2 channels a) for So=0.38 b) So=0.275 and 
c) So=0.18 
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The effect of ramp length in energy dissipation rate for different boulder 
concentrations and arrangements for different slopes are shown in Fig. 83(a-c). 
The data in the experimental range shows that when the ramp length decreases 
the energy dissipation also decreases. Thus the ramp length factor is evident, 
since at any specific flow rate the relative energy loss increases with ramp length 
for both base materials. 
 
When compared to the base configuration, ΔEr increases with the boulder 
concentration for both slopes and materials. Since the difference of the dissipation 
rate for different boulder concentration compared to the base material was 
negligible, hence, for the design purpose the effect of boulder concentrations and 
arrangements can be neglected for the present tested ranges.  Moreover, the 
difference in the dissipation rate for MR1 and MR2 channel conditions was also 
negligible. This may be due to effect of the similar model scale chosen for both the 
channels. Based on the experimental observation, an empirical expression for ΔEr 
developed as: 
 
Fig. 84 Relation between the energy dissipation rate and the ramp length factor  
 
((39 20) / )0.33 (1 0.33) o c rS d LrE e
                                (41) 
 
Fig. 84 illustrates the dependence of ΔEr on Lr for all slopes and tested conditions. 
The decreasing rate of dissipation for smaller ramp lengths can be confirmed with 
the results of [3; 28; 31; 82].  
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Fig. 85 Comparison between the measured and calculated energy dissipation rate 
 
Fig. 85 compares the measured data with the equation proposed and found that all 
the data are confined within ±20% with respect to perfect agreement line. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
Flow over mountain streams, vegetated channels, and gravel beds causes different 
roughness conditions. These flows generate intermediate and macro-roughness 
conditions in nature at different physical conditions. These flows are very dynamic 
in nature and shows high variation on several time scales. This will creates high 
turbulence and hence leads to greater aeration results in a very complicated two-
phase flow. The two phase flow properties over macro- and intermediate 
roughness conditions were investigated in this study.  
 
Chapter 3.1 
Different flow regimes over the BMR, BC-S and BC-R configurations were studied 
under this chapter. Flow over different roughness conditions show three flow 
regimes, namely quasi-uniform flow without (MR-W) and with aeration (MR-A), and a 
skimming flow regime (MR-SK). For BMR configuration, MR-A, MR-W and MR-SK occurs 
according to slopes and discharges. For lower slopes and lower discharges, MR-A 
appears and when slopes and discharges increases, MR-W appears and further 
increase leads to MR-SK flow regime. When compared the BC-S configuration with 
that of BMR configuration, the demarcation line of MRW and MR-A increases a little for 
BC-S. But for BC-R, it was difficult to obtain a clear demarcation between different 
flow regimes due to limitations in the channel and flow condition.  
 
Chapter 3.2 
The location of the point of inception on flows over rock chutes were analyzed for 
different ogee crest lengths in two different models (λR1=1:15 and λR2=1:5). The 
developing flow regions downstream of the point of inception over rock chutes were 
analysed, along with the study of air entrainment. Empirical expressions were 
developed for the location of the point of inception over rock chutes by including 
and excluding the ogee crest length. The results revealed that the length of the 
ogee crest and, hence, the flow development conditions at the ogee crest end, 
seems to have a larger effect on the inception point location over the macro-
roughness beds. Indeed, the inception point is moved downstream with respect to 
the crest, due to the larger flow velocity at the rock chute inlet section and the 
greater extent of the boundary layer development over the invert of the longer ogee 
crest. In all the cases, the inception point location slightly increases as slope 
reduces. Analysis of the air diffusion properties downstream of the inception point 
reveals that there is a peak value of the mean air concentration, followed by air 
detrainment. An expression for predicting the optimum length up to the peak value 
of the mean air concentration was developed, in function of the roughness Froude 
number. In the environmental point of view, this length can be taken as an optimum 
length for maximum aeration over different roughness conditions.  
 
Chapter 3.3 
Air detrainment after the peak air concentration leads to a uniform flow region, 
where the average air concentration is almost constant. This chapter mainly deals 
with the aeration analysis in the BMR, BC-S and BC-R configuration. From the analysis 
of the average concentration profile in the BMR configuration, the greater the slope, 
the greater is the average concentration and the greater the relative depth the 
lesser is the average concentration. BC-S configuration also shows similar results as 
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that of BMR configuration, but the aeration increases with the boulder 
concentrations for each slope. Since in the BC-R configuration, the distance 
between the boulder rows matters the air concentration to a greater extend, the 
average air concentration doesnot show any common trend of increasing the 
aeration with slopes and boulder concentration. Flow properties over the different 
macro elements including boulders shows that the flow properties around each 
element clearly defines the bed-surface characteristics. Aeration mechanics 
between the ramp elements and the over the boulders have been studied. 
Staggered arrangement of boulders intensified the air concentration by the 
frequent hydraulic jumps over the boulders and the row arrangement weakened 
the air concentration for lesser boulder concentration. Presence of boulders 
deformed the flow geometry and patterns. 
 
Chapter 3.4 
Flow resistance properties were studied for all the three configurations. New 
equations have been provided to predict the friction factor in self-aerated flow over 
rock chute. Since BMR and BC-S show similar flow properties when compared to BC-R 
configuration, the friction factor relation has been provided only to the above two 
cases. The proposed relations are fitted well within the selected experimental 
ranges. The dependence of the air concentration and the friction factor for the 
three slopes are also investigated in the study. The results display that when the 
slope increases Cm increases and for a particular slope, Cm decreases gradually 
with friction factor for all boulder concentrations. 
 
Chapter 3.5 
Inner flow properties were analysed over rough bed materials with different boulder 
arrangements and concentration in a long chute. The void fraction and frequency 
analysis over BMR arrangement in the inner layers reveals that there is greater 
interaction between the water surface and rough bed element and hence results in 
shear and drag stable vortices in between the rough bed elements. The turbulence 
analysis, based on the integral time scale, revealed that the reduction in relative 
depth increases the turbulence intensity, resulting in higher quantity of air entrained 
by the flow. In comparison with the stepped chute data for similar flow conditions, 
rough bed chute showed higher turbulence. Chord length and clustering analysis 
over BMR and BC-R showed different behavior in the inner flow region. The results 
conclude that the intensified roughness enhances the air concentration by more air 
bubble entrainment correlated with higher turbulence levels. 
 
Chapter 3.6 
Energy dissipation studies were conducted over rock chutes with two base 
materials MR1 and MR2 and for different reinforcement conditions and for different 
ramp lengths in two-phase flow conditions. From the analysis of the energy 
dissipation rate over the block ramp, it is found that the dissipation rate is more at 
the upstream part of the block ramp compared to the downstream end. An 
empirical solution is also developed to predict the dissipation rate. 
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